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Dear Planning Inspectorate,

Our apologies that this is a day late, we hope that you can still accept it.
It has taken a while to disseminate the questions, and collate the replies :

Airports like Manston are preferred by many, at least partly due to the long walking distances
at airports like Heathrow, Gatwick and Stansted :

Answers from Save Manston Airport association to Examination Questions SE.3.7

Dr. Beau Webber
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Airports like Manston are preferred by many, at least partly due to the long walking distances at airports like 


Heathrow, Gatwick and Stansted : 


 


Answers from Save Manston Airport association to Examination Question SE.3.7 


 


Tourism 


The Applicant’s answer to question SE.2.12 provides justification for overnight stay figures related to the airport, and 


states that smaller airports with easy access and short walking distances between surface transport drop off and 


aircraft boarding tend to attract older or less mobile passengers, and that this market segment may travel to the 


airport from greater distances to take advantage of the benefits of them to flying to and from Manston airport. The 


answer also states that such passengers may tend to stay overnight. 


i. Provide evidence that smaller airports with short walking distances attract older or less mobile passengers. 


ii. Provide evidence that older or less mobile passengers may travel greater distances than the average 


specifically to use smaller airports.  


 


As Manston Airport is currently closed, it is difficult to establish actual evidence that older people (and those with 


children) in Thanet actually do choose an airport with less walking distance. 


Now that Manston is closed they do not have many such opportunities of flying from smaller airports in the South 


East, of course, because there are nearly all large ! However there are multiple quotes from people that chose to use 


Manston when it was open, or wish they now could, or, most importantly, who are no longer able to fly at all 


because they or members of their family cannot negotiate airports like Heathrow, Gatwick or Stansted. 


There are examples below where people have started using City airport, but that has limited long-haul destinations. 


Of course the elderly will often be travelling by train, and may have already have had to walk about a mile at London 


station interchanges. Return taxi from Thanet to Heathrow is now about £220, and for the elderly to try to get to 


airports further afield is in itself an exhausting journey, plus prohibitively expensive, given that many such journeys 


involve one or more nights in a hotel near the airport. 


Below are comments received, not all fully on subject, when people are questioned on this matter. However all 


these replies throw light on what people think on this subject : 


“I met many people who were travelling to Manston who lived closer to Gatwick who still found the total journey 


time considerably less than LGW or LHR.” 


“With HR it meant hotel overnight the night before and taxi there and back. I also needed assistance due to my 


mobility and sight problems. Overall a lot of extra money and stress.” 


“l have my family in UK and l have had to stop travelling by air to Stansted as l can no longer do the walking involved 


to get to and fro the departure/arrivals lounges.” 


 “The last time I took mum abroad from Gatwick because Manston had closed - she said to me - ‘never again’ it was 


too traumatic and she never ever left this country to go on holiday again.” 


“I will avoid Gatwick Easy Jet flights if I can due to the long walkways and escalators and will always try to fly from 


London City …” 







“So much better than the long walks at Gatwick (that seem to be getting longer and longer) my husband has copd 


and really can't make these walks anymore ,also my grandson has Autism and finds the walking 


disoriatating..Manston is so much easier ..” 


“Manston has many advantages one is that walking distances are so short! Using Gatwick(now listed by airport users 


as one of the worst airports in Europe) on two occasions on returning to the UK the time taken to exit the 


airport,having disembarked was longer than the flight!Travellators broken down ,resultant walking distances 


incredibly long,not good if you have arthritis!” 


“My father and his partner would benefit greatly from being able to fly from Manston. They love to travel, but at 


other airports are often compelled to have to use wheelchairs (!) because of the long walking distances :( At 


Manston they wouldn't have to do this! :)” 


“Have used Manston a couple of times and was the easiest trips I have ever had even taking into consideration 


changing at Schipol.  I fly from Gatwick several times a year at it is definitely getting worse. Often you have to 


negotiate stairs at the gate and then walk across the tarmac to the plane! I cannot imagine being able to do this 


much longer.” 


“My disabled husband will not fly again until he can fly from Manston Airport.” “There are just not enough disabled 


airport trucks at Gatwick.” 


Full quotes and more details below. 


The key problem for many people – not only the very elderly - is the following walking distances – not all of the  path 


from coach or train station to gate is covered by transport for those with mobility problems. 


HOW FAR DO YOU HAVE TO WALK THROUGH AIRPORTS? 


Maximum distances from check in or special assistance desks to gates at the larger UK airports 


London Stansted - 3,822ft (1,165m)  


London Luton - 2,952ft (900m)  


Manchester - 2,697ft (822m)  


London Gatwick - 2,559ft (780m)  


Glasgow - 2,461ft (750m) 


Edinburgh - 695m (2280ft)  


Birmingham - 1,739ft (530m) 
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[1b] Elderly air passengers missing flights after being forced to walk almost a MILE to gates _ Daily Mail 


Online.pdf 







http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3809255/Elderly-air-passengers-missing-flights-forced-walk-MILE-


departure-gates.html#ixzz4LTlmGqKp 


This is a key newspaper article that indicates either there is a concern at the walking distances at UK airports, or 


perhaps that there does need to be MORE concern among the elderly about it, as they are missing their flights [2]: 


[2] UK airport passengers face 1km walk from check-in to departure _ World news _ The Guardian.pdf 


https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/sep/27/uk-airport-passengers-face-1km-walk-from-check-in-to-


departure 


 


 


Attached a spreadsheet, with comments by people who specifically want to use a local airport like Manston as 


opposed to Heathrow and Gatwick, for multiple reasons : 


16 statements, signed by over 500 people, with a total of 3594 agreement with statements. 


Posn. Supporters Statement 


5 519 : I want to fly to Europe from Manston Airport 


9 474 : I want to fly to and from locations in the UK, from Manston Airport 


13 426 : I want to fly from Manston Airport for holidays 


24 342 : I want to fly to Schiphol, Amsterdam, from Manston Airport, to fly internationally. 


33 276 : I want visitors to be able to fly to Manston and thus boost our tourist industry 


37 261 
: Less M25 congestion/fumes/pollution, & lengthy, expensive road journey,  
travelling to/from Heathrow etc.using Manston for business or hols. 


40 246 : I want KLM to return. Flights from Schipol 


54 191 : I want the convenience of flying from my local airport 


55 188 : With Manston open again i wont have to book a hotel for early flights from Gatwick & Heathrow 


59 169 : I want to fly directly to Kent for leisure 


62 122 : I want Manston Airport again operational as it will benefit my Business 


64 115 : I want to fly from Manston Airport for work purposes 


70 90 
: With foreign visitors able to fly into Manston Airport,  
may open up our area & encourage new foreign businesses, providing local employment 


71 88 : I want my customers to be able to fly directly to Kent 


73 71 : I want to fly directly to Kent for work reasons 


80 16 : I live/work outside the UK and want to use Manston to fly to Kent and the UK 


   


 
3594 
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Specific additional related comments when asked about this matter : 


Christine Redmond <micknchris.redmond@yahoo.com> : 
Subject: Flying from  Manston/ Gatwick.with Disability 


My husband and myself have not had a flying holiday together since Manston Airport passenger terminal closed.  


My disabled husband will not fly again until he can fly from Manston Airport. 
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We have flown together from the passenger terminal at Manston many times. We had a Taxi (costing £4) to pick us 
up from our house in Ramsgate 30 minutes before Check-in. Just a short walk and a short queue to Passport Control 
etc . Then a short walk through to the Boarding area and another short walk onto the plane. All this takes 
approximately 1.5 hrs. On our return... the time to landing at Manston Airport to arrival at our home was 
approximately 30 minutes. 


Our last trip together from Gatwick turned into a painful time for him. Previously he had undergone 6 unsuccessful 
operations on his damaged knees and he now has permanent disability that causes difficulty for him to stand, sit, or 
walk for any length of time. 


By Taxi from our house to Gatwick terminal to boarding our plane, took approximately 8.5 hrs of sitting, standing 
and walking.  


3.5 hrs taxi journey to the Gatwick Terminal  (to allow for traffic) 


Check-in at the Airport at least 3 hours before the flight. 


It took about I hr for my husband to walk to the Boarding Lounge.  


Then 1 hour at least, sitting, then queuing, to board our flight. 


This was far too tiring for my husband. The consequence was that our holiday was ruined before we arrived at our 
destination, for the rest of the holiday he could barely walk and the pain in his knees kept him awake throughout of 
our holiday. And then of course, at the end of our holiday we had to do the whole traumatic walk back through 
Gatwick to Passport Control, then to the Luggage Coliection Hall to find the correct carousel for our flight, then 
walking/pushing a heavy luggage trolley through the Customs Hall....then a 2 hr + journey back to our house. 


It is now out of the question for my husband to fly from Gatwick or Heathrow, simply because of the distance to and 
from these airports, especially having to travel on the most congested roads in the UK. Added to this, the sheer size 
of the Airport is exhausting when walking from one side to the other for the elderly and disabled.  


There are just not enough disabled airport trucks at Gatwick. The halls are always packed with pedestrians making it 
too dangerous to have them driving through the crowds. 


Gillian Emans : 


we were booked to fly KLM from Manston to Dulles Airport USA but it closed just before. We had to rebook via 


HEathrow and Virgin AND Manston fare was a bit cheaper! With HR it meant hotel overnight the night before and 


taxi there and back. I also needed assistance due to my mobility and sight problems. Overall a lot of extra money and 


stress. Gillian 


 


Paul Letham : 


Reasons for using Manston for quicker turnarounds and walking...the company i use to work for had flights booked 


from Manston prior to closing due to learning disabilities as it was so more less stressful than a journey to London 


etc, some had difficulty walking too 


 


Coleen Taylor : 


All positive experience flying to Barcelona from Manston but now having made contact with family long since lost 


living on the north how marvellous it would be to meet up with them more often without the trudge of a 6-7 hour 


drive and only then when the roads are not hampered by treacherous weather conditions. Bring our airport back ! 


Gerri Drury : 
We have been lucky enough to fly from Manston on a few occasions, once with yugotours many moons ago to split, 
to Spain too a few times with eujet, Amsterdam and America with klm. We flew back into MSE 4 days before that 
person shut our airport. Manston was brilliant to use, so so easy once in the terminal only a short walk to the plane 
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and for us less than a 10 minute taxi ride away. Manston saved us a lot of money re pre night holiday hotels, petrol, 
and time spent sitting on the m25 car park. We were just about to book up again to go to the Caribbean when it 
closed �. Great thing flying with klm was you could get to anywhere in the world with them and you only paid high 
taxes on the Manston to Amsterdam leg. When KLM come back to Manston we must promote the connection to the 
rest of the world more as I think many people only thought they only went to Amsterdam. Hopefully we'll be in one 


of the first flights out when it reopens ✈ ✈  
 
Audrey Simmonds : 
l have my family in UK and l have had to stop travelling by air to Stansted as l can no longer do the walking involved 
to get to and fro the departure/arrivals lounges. I am in my mid seventies and all my family live in Kent and it is 
upsetting l can no longer visit them without a long journey by ferry and other transport. l am and always will be a 
Save Manston Airport supporter. 
 
Lindsay Scott : 
I will avoid Gatwick Easy Jet flights if I can due to the long walkways and escalators and will always try to fly from 
London City as first choice due to easy of getting there and being a smaller more efficient airport. It has to be 
effective and efficient due to its location and the footfall. Haven’t traveled from Luton since my first awful 
experience and Stansted is okay if you are driving but even there they have extended the departure gates and you 
can end up standing around waiting for flights with no seating which is not helpful, especially for people who have 
hip, knee or podiatry issues. 
 
Eddie McManus : 
My retirement job was to collect and deliver cars . I frequently used Manston to travel north to Manchester . 
Cheaper and quicker than train . Sometimes the Flight would be full of drivers carrying trade plates . Could get 
anywhere in the north using the rail connections at Manchester . 
 
Kevin Webb : 
I was a regular business flyer with KLM to AMS and many places beyond. Living in Thanet it was possible to hold 
down a global role for a technology company because of Manston. I’ve tried the up at 2am, off to Heathrow for first 
flight of the day routing from Thanet and its a drain and certainly not sustainable on the body. I met many people 
who were travelling to Manston who lived closer to Gatwick who still found the total journey time considerably less 
than LGW or LHR. Manston was simply epic and deserves to live again.  
 
Polly Dryden : 
I was also lucky enough to fly from Manston, which was always a pleasure. No need for hours on motorways which 
you never knew if you were going to get stuck on and which meant and now still does going the night before, just to 
be sure and more expense. Speed of going through the bag drop process etc and if course the arrival back to be 
within 15 minutes of home! Heaven. 
 
Jennifer Clery : 
So much better than the long walks at Gatwick (that seem to be getting longer and longer) my husband has copd and 
really can't make these walks anymore ,also my grandson has Autism and finds the walking disoriatating..Manston is 
so much easier .. 
 
John Knight : 
A few years ago I took the train to Scotland to see my daughter, Time taken 7 hour 30 mins, cost £190. Later in the 
year again a trip to Scotland, but this time from Manston Airport, Time taken 90 mins, Cost £75. I should add that at 
the end of the train journey I was shattered. 
 
Irene Ann Done : 
Moved down to Broadstairs just as Manston closed! So sad, was looking forward to using Manston lots! Where could 
be more convenient. We have the runway! Use it! Looking forward to the time it opens again asap. 
 
Pam Baker : 
We flew to Jersey , Split and Madeira from Manston best place to fly from living Ing Birchington you only had to 
leave home 5 minutes before check in time and you were home 5 minutes after you checked out I haven’t flown 


since waiting for it to open again ✈ ✈ ✈  
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Michael Topliss : 
Manston has many advantages one is that walking distances are so short! Using Gatwick(now listed by airport users 
as one of the worst airports in Europe) on two occasions on returning to the UK the time taken to exit the 
airport,having disembarked was longer than the flight!Travellators broken down ,resultant walking distances 
incredibly long,not good if you have arthritis! 
 
Nick Toy : 
My father and his partner would benefit greatly from being able to fly from Manston. They love to travel, but at 
other airports are often compelled to have to use wheelchairs (!) because of the long walking distances :( At 
Manston they wouldn't have to do this! :) 
 
Ken Pickett : 
Took my son and future daughter in law to Manston to fly to Manchester while they were at Lancashire University. 
So much easier than driving them up. Some of the plane passengers were commuters -builders who lodged (and 
spent their money) in Thanet flying up every weekend to jobs in the North! This seemed to be a regular occurance at 
the time! 
 
Jean Phipps : 
Since Manston closed I don't go abroad anymore as Gatwick puts more time and money on the journey 
 
Angela Pavey : 
No brainier ! Shut my front door and 1 1/2 hours later walking through my family's door middle of Amsterdam! Via 
MANSTON,!!!! 
 
 
Margaret Cook : 
Family live near Amsterdam Three quarters of an hour to Schipol was wonderful from Manston. Many hours a day 
travelling to Gatwick in crowded roads two hour wait at Airport takes all day to get to Schipol. Want Manston flying 
again. 
 
Diane Smith : 
I have family living in northern Germany and in southern Germany 
. When they were able to fly into Manston via Amsterdam it was so easy to pick them up. With the demise of 
Manston they now have to fly into Stansted. A 200 mile round journey. As I am in my 70’s this is a difficult and 
stressful journey and occasionally proves too much and we have to pay out over £100 for a taxi. Also my husband is 
disabled and we have to have assistance when flying from Gatwick this always involves a lot of hanging around as 
they do not have enough staff to deal with the large numbers that need assistance. But when we flew from Manston 
it was just out of the taxi. Walk a few yards and everything was there. We were devastated when Manston closed. 
 
Alison Richardson :  
So much easier to fly from Manston.....getting to Gatwick/Heathrow/ Stanstead etc is such a journey! Never know if 
there will be hold ups...costs more for fuel...more air pollution using the car! Costs for parking! More traffic jamming 
the roads as many have to travel so far!  
Manston so easy to get to, wish I could fly from there to visit my son in university, the cost of travel to the north of 
the country is so prohibitive, takes hours and imparts an enormous amount of stress! 
5 minutes to the airport! What an amazing thought! 
Strangely as it may seem, I miss the planes! I used to live under the flight path with no worries. We had concord fly 
over a few times, amazing to see!! 
 
Jenny Solley : 
I am not a good traveller by car so Manston being just up the road from me is ideal for me and l so miss seeing and 
hearing the planes l live at Newington we always had the airport and want it back 
 
Chris Hirst : 
Manston is less hassle easy to get to 5 mins from where I live! Never a long walk to get to the plane . Would 
welcome it back with open arms. 
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Susanne Chase : 
It was so helpful to be close to the airport for travelling for myself and so many others. It should definitely be opened 
again 
 
Chrissie Retallick : 
Took mum to Amsterdam - she was in a wheelchair - no Miles of walkways for her - just straight out to the tarmac 
and straight on the plane - plus I dropped her outside the terminal building parked the car in the very cheap terminal 
car park was back to her in 5 minutes. The last time I took mum abroad from Gatwick because Manston had closed - 
she said to me - ‘never again’ it was too traumatic and she never ever left this country to go on holiday again. 
 
Angie Smith : 
I loved flying from manston to Spain the security was so good and used to have a meal before the flight and I used to 


love seeing the planes ✈  taking off and landing now have to drive to London’s airports last time a 3 hour delay 
because of traffic very stressful. 
 
Debbie Forrester : 
I loved flying from Manston, as only 10 minutes away, and no motorway driving and traffic jams to contend with, 
less stress to star your journey. Plus the southeast needs an airport.  
 
Linda Judd : 
Loved flying from Manston - 15 - 20 mins drive easy parking a no hassles so easy and quick. And no LONG walks. 
 
Dina Dale : 
Manston would be a huge benefit to me as I have disabilities which prevent me from walking very far without 
assistance and not having to travel to London airports would be of great benefit. 
 
Irene Escott : 
We need Manston even if it can only be used to get us to Skipol. From there we can fly almost anywhere. This would 
be far quicker than trudging all the way to Heathrow or Gatwick. I do not understand the objections about ‘night 
flights’ disturbing resident’s sleep. If it reopened for cargo flights we have been assured these will be daytime. Why 
will the objectors not believe this. When I first moved to Thanet I lived under the flight path from Manston. Did it 
disturb me? NO. Do these objectors fly abroad from Heathrow and Gatwick? Do they think about the residents living 
under those flight paths. 
Are they campaigning for H and G to be shut down? I doubt it. Why do the people near and in Ramsgate think they 
are a special case? 
 


Carole Copeland : 


I wouldn’t be able to use any of the large airports now. 


Metal ankle 
Asthma 
Bronchiectasis 
Heart problems 
Breathing problems 
I can’t wait around on my feet if no seats. 
  


Angela Stevens : 


Re Manston, we used to either drive 5 minutes to the airport from our house in Guildford Lawn, by the library, which 


was directly under the flight path, yet caused us no problems, and park in the airport car park for the week, when it 


was only £10 for the week. Or, when they started charging £20 for a week, we got a taxi each way for £5. Once we 


had landed back at Manston, I used to ring for a taxi while David collected our cases. By the time we’d collected 


them, the taxi was waiting outside and we were home within 5 minutes and the kettle was on. An hour and a half to 
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Gatwick. Up to 3 hours to get to Heathrow! Checking in was a delight at Manston. David drove 5 minutes to Manston 


Airport, checked our cases in, then came home for breakfast. We later returned half an hour before our flight was 


due to take off, went through Security and sat in the departure lounge for just 10-15 minutes before boarding our 


aircraft. Perfect! 


Walking what seemed like only 20-30 metres to or from the plane at Manston Airport, to or from the terminal 


building, was a dream compared to walking miles along the maze of corridors at Gatwick and Heathrow. 


  


Philip Hunt : 


I travel abroad at least 6 times a year & find all of the London airports except City airport extremely challenging in 


terms of distances to terminals.I flew from Manston on numerous occasions and it was so easy & convenient & a 


pleasure to fly. 


  


Roy Neale : 


Using Manston on KLM I can be nearly 4 hours ahead on a flight to Canada or anywhere in the world without a 2 


hour drive and up to 3 hours waiting to take off from either Gatwick or Heathrow. 


  


Martin Barker : 


I have used Manston an a few occasions. The beauty of the short walk to the plane and the incredibly fast check in is 


a major benefit when you have small children like us.  


Having to walk a child the monster distances at London airports is a nightmare. 


  


Kenneth Norrington : 


I recently came back from the Midlands using the M25 via the Northern route. Th e traffic was slow due to 


congestion. I imagine the Southern route feeding Heathrow and Gatwick would have been just as bad or even worse. 


And that was without an accident. 


  


Michael Topliss : 


Manston has many advantages one is that walking distances are so short! Using Gatwick(now listed by airport users 


as one of the worst airports in Europe) on two occasions on returning to the UK the time taken to exit the 


airport,having disembarked was longer than the flight!Travellators broken down ,resultant walking distances 


incredibly long,not good if you have arthritis! 


  


Veronica Cox : 


The current space at Manston means that check-in, security and departures are all under the same roof on the level. 


Arrivals also come into the same building. Car parking is a stones throw away. 


  


 Linda Stubbings : 


I Have back injuries and gatwick is very hard without overnight at hotel before travel and not.possible without using 


assist. 
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Margaret Sole : 


For me personally, who has a COPD & problems with walking to far, I would say, that when I flew from Manston it 


was so much easier. From Gatwick, I travel up the day before & stay overnight in a Hotel. ( More expense) I have to 


book special assistance to take me through security, then down to the plane for departure. When I went to Tunisia 


this year, it took a good 8 mins in the golf cart buggy to get to the plane, which was practically down by the North 


Terminal & not even on a stand. I should imagine that the walking would have taken a good 15 mins at a steady 


pace. In all honesty, had I been walking it would have taken me about 30 mins with a few stops for a breather. 


I also had special assistance when I returned & they took me out to the pick up points outside of the terminal, this 


took about 15 mins, after I took out the time it took to go through passport control & customs. 


I have used Manston on quite a few occasions, and I would say 100% better than Gatwick or Heathrow. 


Beau Webber : 


I am increasingly worried that walking ability will limit my ability to attend international conferences, and go on 


holidays by plane. 


At the larger airports like Heathrow, Gatwick and Stansted, I am increasingly finding it difficult to reach the Gate in 


good time, after the Gate has been announced. 


When I am no longer able to drive, as a retired person I may be limited in my ability to pay for a taxi to and from 


those airports, and using trains, I will already have had to walk about a mile at London station interchanges. 


In contrast, at Manston, a £5 taxi gets one to the airport in less than 10 minutes, and the total distance from taxi 


drop-off to check-in to plane boarding was little more than 100 yards, with a tea room to sit down in on the way. 


Anita Rothermel : 


Have used Manston a couple of times and was the easiest trips I have ever had even taking into consideration 


changing at Schipol.  I fly from Gatwick several times a year at it is definitely getting worse. Often you have to 


negotiate stairs at the gate and then walk across the tarmac to the plane! I cannot imagine being able to do this 


much longer. 


  


Martin Harrison-Smith : 


I have used manstoñor internal flights to Scotland many times it is easier less stressful than traveling to Gatwick or 


Heathrow and will be a very large assets to the area when reopened sooner the better. 


  


Linda James : 


If I need to go abroad I have to use Gatwick or Heathrow where if I was leaving on a 07.30 flight I would have to 


leave home at 1.30 in the morning using a Taxi or staying overnight at great expense. Having bad mobility the walk 


to the appropriate desks and then to the gate can be horrendously long and difficult for someone with mobility 


problems. 


David Davidge  : 


I have family and friends who go abroad they end up booking a room at a hotel room for a night before they go same 


when returning you cannot trust the moter ways cause of the distance one accident could cause you to loose your 


flight if you live local to Manston 5 minutes up the road hour or so before your flight not 6hrs like London also return 


trip the same almost 


 


Brenda Chubb : 
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we use Stansted ( because we find Gatwick just to daunting ) but have to rely on assistance because of the distance 


we have to walk.. We used Manston on several occasions and found that it was so much easier with less walking..it 


was also far less stressful having not had to do a 2 hr journey to get there.. taking into account the 2hrs to the airport 


and 2 hrs before check-in both ways we lose 8 hrs of our holiday... from door to Manston 5/10 mins far less stress, 


and can manage the walking to plane. 


Michael Grantham : 


In my submission to PINS I said it had cost me thousands of pounds since Manston closed in extra 


travel cost and time travelling to different airports instead of flying from my local airport. I have just 


actually calculated the total cost and I arrive at £12,500 over the four years since it closed. I think 


that is conservative as I reckon I missed some flights. 


The point is if it cost just me, a one man business, that kind of money, what did it cost East Kent for 


all its businesses that were forced to travel from other airports? What about all the families that had 


to fly for their holidays from other places? I rather suspect the cost to the local economy runs into 


millions! 


Tina Brown : 


well i have asevere bank problem and the only way i have been able to have aholiday was in 2013 when manston 


was up and running via klm as i cannot walk more than 20 to 50 metres withoit discomfort 


 


 Dr. Beau Webber 


Chairman, Save Manston Airport association. 



https://www.facebook.com/tina.brown.79219754
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Elderly air passengers missing flights
after being forced to walk almost a
MILE to the departure gates 


Many travellers with difficulty walking only request assistance at airport
It may be too late and see them forced to walk to their departure gates  
Maximum check-in to departure distances include 3,822ft at Stansted
Others are 2,952ft at Luton, 2,697ft at Manchester & 2,461ft at Glasgow


By MARK DUELL FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 07:52, 27 September 2016 | UPDATED: 17:38, 27 September 2016


Elderly air passengers are at risk of missing flights because they are being forced to
walk almost a mile to the departure gates, it was revealed today.


Travel organisation Abta warned that many travellers who have difficulty walking
only request assistance once they arrive at the airport, which may be too late.


This can lead to them having to make their way across terminals on foot from check-
in desks to reach the departure gates - or miss their flight.
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HOW FAR DO YOU HAVE TO
WALK THROUGH AIRPORTS?
Maximum distances from check in or
special assistance desks to gates at the
larger UK airports


London Stansted - 3,822ft (1,165m) 


London Luton - 2,952ft (900m) 


Manchester  - 2,697ft (822m) 


London Gatwick - 2,559ft (780m) 


Glasgow - 2,461ft (750m)


Edinburgh - 695m (2280ft) 


Walking through Glasgow Airport: Travel organisation Abta warned many travellers who have
difficulty walking only request assistance once they arrive at the airport, which may be too late


The maximum distances from check-in or special assistance desks to departure
gates according to Abta include 3,822ft (1,165m) at London Stansted Airport.


Other long distances include 2,952ft (900m) at London Luton, 2,697ft (822m) at
Manchester, 2,461ft (750m) at Glasgow and 1,739ft (530m) at Birmingham.


Abta's director of destinations and
sustainability, Nikki White, said: ‘The
travel industry is committed to making
holidays and other travel arrangements
accessible for everyone.


‘For most, travelling through airports is a
fairly straightforward process, but for
those who may find walking longer
distances harder to manage, larger
airports can present a challenge.


‘We would encourage anyone who may
need assistance to inform their tour
operator or airline no later than 48 hours
before they travel so that their journey
through the airport will be as
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Birmingham - 1,739ft (530m)
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Share or comment on this article: Elderly air passengers missing flights after being
forced to walk almost a MILE to gates


comfortable as possible, and they will be
able to board their flight with plenty of
time to spare.’


Abta added that airports have ‘invested considerable sums in terms of foot
passenger transport aids such as moving walkways and shuttles, however, there may
still be lengthy walks at larger airports throughout the world’.
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'adventure' with beau
Chris Hughes 


Orange you looking
bright! Nicole Kidman
matches her flame-red
hair to her retro rust-
toned frock on the set of
her new drama The
Undoing


Inside Stacey
Solomon's home with
boyfriend Joe Swash
that boasts giant furry
bean bags and endless
TVs... as the couple
welcome their baby son 


Kim Kardashian-
supported prisoner
says job offers are
'rolling in' after the
reality TV star and
Kanye West paid for
facial tattoo removal


Taylor Swift flaunts her
long legs in a yellow
floral dress as she
makes a glamorous
arrival at a radio station
in Paris


Love Island's Laura
Anderson shows off her
sensational figure in a
plunging striped
swimsuit during sun-
soaked beach day in
Dubai


Coleen Rooney goes
make-up free as she
runs through the rain
following spa session in
Washington... after
ringing in 'special' son
Klay's sixth birthday 


Spice Girls Reunion
Tour: Geri Horner and
Mel B laugh off lesbian
romp claims during first
show in Dublin... as they
joke about Ginger Spice
quitting the band


Sting and Shaggy wow
concertgoers as the
unlikely pair step out on
stage for Birmingham
stop of their joint tour


Britney Spears' father
might not be the best
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choice for her
conservator says
Celebrity Rehab host Dr.
Drew


Josephine Skriver
shows off her slender
legs in dazzling silver
gown as she attends
fashion show in Monaco
She's a knockout! 


Love Island's Casa
Amor WILL return to the
show but to 'help
romance and not cause
strife'... following
concerns over the rival
villa's effect on
contestants' health


Gemma Collins flaunts
her weight loss in a
tropical swimsuit as she
enjoys an exotic
Caribbean getaway...
amid her mission to
shed the pounds


Dwayne 'The Rock'
Johnson is a proud dad
as daughter Simone, 17,
graduates high school
and heads to college


Billie Faiers cuts a
casual figure as she
larks around on a
bouncy castle with
husband Greg Shepherd
while filming The
Mummy Diaries 


'I have ZERO love life!'
Jodie Comer, 26, insists
men don't approach her
after Killing Eve... but
admits she has plenty
of 'strange' male fans
following her around


Carey Mulligan looks
effortlessly chic in a
frilly red dress as she
steps out with husband
Marcus Mumford and
their little boy in London


Zara Tindall dons
sunglasses and a pair
of shorts as she soaks
up the Bank Holiday sun
after taking part in the
cross country at
Houghton horse trials


ASOS


Nobody's Child shi…
£30.00


Buy now


Pretty Little Thing


PrettyLittleThing R…
£25.00


Buy now
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Lindsay Lohan slyly
shades Paris Hilton with
Instagram throwback
after hotel heiress calls
her 'beyond,' 'lame' and
'embarrassing'


Liam Payne puts on a
dapper display in a
black floral print shirt
over dark denim jeans
as he enjoys a night out
in London with pals


Actor Jon Voight, 80,
posts glowing tribute
videos to Trump on
Twitter, calling him 'the
greatest president since
Abraham Lincoln' and
claiming he's 'made his
every move correct' 


Taylor Swift fangirls
over ex Joe Jonas' new
wife Sophie Turner  on
The Graham Norton
Show... but they DON'T
address the elephant in
the room


Nicole Scherzinger
goes make-up free as
she arrives in Sydney ...
after showing off her
figure in a bikini during
Hawaii break


Sophie Turner cuts a
casual figure as she
enjoys a night out in
London with pals... after
hinting at second
wedding with husband
Joe Jonas


Orlando Bloom cuts a
casual figure in neon
orange tracksuit and
baseball cap as he jets
out of Cannes Film
Festival


Amir Khan puts on a
loved-up display with
wife Faryal Makhdoom...
after his parents
revealed boxer hasn't
spoken to them in SIX
MONTHS


Rihanna looks
sensational in denim
mini as she surprises
fans at the launch of
Fenty store in Paris...
following shock move to
London


'I couldn't cope with
success': Elton John
reveals he finds scenes
featuring his descent
into drug addiction and
bulimia in new biopic
Rocketman 'difficult to
watch'


Selena Gomez rocks
casual baby blue
ensemble on lunch
outing with pals in Los
Angeles
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Lottie Moss wows in
sexy black jumpsuit
with deeply plunging
black jumpsuit as she
hits the club in London
with actress Tara
Berwin


Richard Madden cuts a
casual figure as he
leaves New York hotel
alongside his flatmate
and Sam Smith's ex
Brandon Flynn


Meghan's mission to
be Made In Chelsea:
Was marrying Harry a
happy coincidence? No
- and as her ex-PR
advisers and C-list
friends reveal


Love Island's Dani
Dyer hits back at fans
for 'judging' her after
sharing snap with her
new beau Sammy
Kimmence... weeks after
Jack Fincham split


Posh just doesn't
know what she's
missing! JAN MOIR
reviews The Spice Girl's
reunion tour debut in
Dublin
Review


Rachel Riley is
pregnant! Countdown
star announces she's
expecting her first child
with Strictly partner
Pasha Kovalev... and it's
due in December 


Mandy Moore shares
amazingly scenic
photos from her 'bucket
list dream' hike around
Mount Everest


Bella Hadid shows off
her toned figure in
stylish burnt orange
mini dress during an
intimate dinner hosted
by Tag Heuer in Monaco


Sophie Turner says
she and husband Joe
Jonas could 'potentially'
celebrate their wedding
with a party... after
impromptu Vegas
nuptials


Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West celebrate
their 5th wedding
anniversary with
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extravagant 'Kimye'
floral arrangement
Lavish as ever


Sporty Spice is back!
Athletic Mel C flaunts
her INCREDIBLE
physique and amazing
abs on stage in Dublin
after bulking up for the
Spice Girls tour


Makeover YOUR life in
a month: The guide to
feeling and looking
better in 30 days (and
it's so much easier than
you think!)
AD FEATURE


Rita Ora puts on a
daring display in a low-
cut white dress with
sexy silver thigh-high
boots as she performs
in London
Dazzling


Stacey Solomon
shares heartwarming
snaps of her sons 
Leighton, seven, and
Zachary, 11, being
introduced to their
newborn baby brother 


Jessica Chastain nails
off-duty chic in stylish
slogan tee as she goes
make-up free for low-
key London outing


Olivia Palermo looks
pretty in a pink cape as
her husband
photographs her on the
bustling streets of
Manhattan


Kelly Clarkson and
Blake Shelton express
shock at Adam Levine's
sudden departure from
The Voice


Rod Stewart reveals
he would 'love' his own
biopic after being
inspired by pal Elton
John's new film
Rocketman
Centre stage


Emily Ratajkowski
brings pet pooch
Colombo onto star-
studded Tonight Show
episode
She exudes star power in
her own right


Kylie Jenner models
her own make-up line as
she poses in lace-up
pants and neon green
heels before 'date night'
with boyfriend Travis
Scott
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Mel B puts on a
raucous display as she
twerks and shocks the
audience by SWEARING
on stage... following a
speedy recovery after
losing vision in one eye


Rooney Mara fetches
some vegan groceries
while beau Joaquin
Phoenix sparks up a
post-gym cigarette
across town


Amy Schumer and
husband Chris Fischer
look soaked after giving
their baby Gene his very
first bath


Pamela Anderson, 51,
stuns in a white dress
as she joins son
Brandon, 22, and beau
Adil Rami, 33, at the
U*NITE fashion show in
Monaco


Let's go outside! Make
it a bank holiday
weekend to remember
with our ultimate BBQ
recipes
AD FEATURE


Geordie Shore's Chloe
Ferry poses in TINY
blue bikini... as she
endures awkward
holiday with ex Sam
Gowland in Magaluf
despite cheating claims


Louise Redknapp
looks cool and casual
as she leaves the
theatre... after mourning
her failed marriage to
Jamie in new lyrics 
Heading off 


Stacey Dooley defends
her holding an African
child AGAIN claiming
Labour MP Lammy's
accusations she was
acting like a 'white
saviour' are 'farcical'


Kim Kardashian's
mini-me Chicago
models a $200 Burberry
dress as she has a play
date with Khloe's
daughter True
Just like mum


Inside Rochelle
Humes' daughter Alaia's
sixth birthday party:
Star treats her little one
to sleepover with
personalised pyjamas
and spa treatments


Jessica Simpson is a
proud mom as she
shares video of five-
year-old son Ace taking
a swing on a golf course
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'Liberals bully Trump
supporters!': Kanye
West claims people who
voted for the president
are 'treated like enemies
of America' and says he
wore MAGA hat to break
the stigma


Jessica Biel
showcases her toned
midriff while running
errands in a sporty chic
sweatsuit


Ariana Grande fans
baffled by her new
Madame Tussauds
waxwork: 'Y'all need to
melt her face and start
over!' 
Awkward


Kate's Chelsea Flower
Show children's garden
looked impossibly
perfect - but it CAN be
built in one Bank
Holiday weekend... for
almost £1,000 


Manchester United
player Chris Smalling
sweetly reveals he feels
'truly blessed' following
the birth of his first
child Leo Asher with
wife Sam


Brooke Shields, 53,
flashes a peace sign as
she flaunts her ageless
beauty in blush-colored
dress for a lunch with a
gal-pal


George Clooney says
he fears his family are
in danger because wife
Amal is involved in
prosecuting ISIS
fighters
Living in fear


Spice Girls kick off
reunion tour: Mel C
enjoys pre-show cup of
tea with Geri Horner and
Emma Bunton as the
band prepare for first
performance in Dublin


Margot Robbie pays
tribute to Sharon Tate in
Cannes by recreating
same braided hairstyle
the late actress wore to
the French film festival
in 1968 


Dionne Warwick thinks
plans for a Whitney
Houston hologram tour
are 'stupid'... but she
admits she has 'no clue
what that is'
Speaking out


Jimmy Fallon's late
night tenure in jeopardy
as The Tonight Show's
ratings fall behind
Stephen Colbert for an
entire season
In trouble


Daryl Hannah, 58, and
Neil Young, 73, are the
image of youthful
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wedded bliss as they
enjoy bike ride in
Oregon
Sporty


Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley is a bombshell
on black while shopping
for posh baby clothes in
WeHo


Ryan Reynolds shows
off his guns while
shooting an intense
fight scene on the set of
his new film Free Guy in
Boston


Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West's five-year-
wedding anniversary:
The star shares 10 new
photos from her
nuptials as she gets
congratulated


Amber Heard rocks
edgy biker jacket as she
bonds with her baby
nephew at Malibu's
upscale Nobu
restaurant


Cara Santana beams
as she steps out in a
pair of ripped jeans
while picking up a green
drink in Hollywood


'I just wasn't
interested' Shane
Warne's son Jackson
struggled with pressure
to follow in famous
dad's footsteps as he
admits he was never
'that good' at cricket


Amber Turner flaunts
her curves in a skimpy
silver swimsuit before
changing into a denim
playsuit as she poses
for fashion shoot in
Ibiza


Lady Gaga is rocker
chic in ripped fishnets
as she heads into
recording after
announcing Haus of
Gaga Store on Vegas
Strip


EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
Harry and Meghan 'are
planning a trip to South
Africa with baby Archie
later this year'
Firming up plans to return
to Africa


From 'detestable'
Daniel's ankle to a
#MeToo backlash,
disasters stirred up
trouble on the new 007
film. Who's to blame for
curse of James Bond? 
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Kanye West gets
emotional as he reveals
his sadness that mom
Donda never got to met
her grandchildren
during interview with
David Letterman


Elsa Hosk makes a
stunning arrival in a
dramatic purple
feathered gown
alongside Shanina
Shaik at the Sibyl
premiere in Cannes


Human Ken Doll
Rodrigo Alves shows
off his surgically-
enhanced abs as he
takes to stage in bra
alongside belly dancers
in Istanbul


The Queen is 'deeply
upset' after death of her
loyal housekeeper of 40
years who passed away
after a short illness
aged 72
Devastated


Sylvester Stallone's
daughter Sistine, 20,
and wife Jennifer, 50,
look glam as they
support the actor, 72, at
glitzy Rambo V
screening in Cannes


Model behaviour!
Shanina Shaik flaunts
catwalk worthy pins in
daring beaded bodysuit
dress as she dazzles on
arrival to Sybil premiere
in Cannes


Meghan snubs Trump:
Prince Harry and the
Queen will meet US
President for a private
lunch during State Visit
- but Duchess will stay
at home with Archie 


EXCL - WestWorld War
II! Thandie Newton,
Rodrigo Santoro and
extras dressed as Nazi
generals film season
three in Spain, and give
viewers a sneak peek


Taylor Swift says the
'most important
message' behind upbeat
new single Me! is to
show she's now
'heading in a different
direction musically'


David Tennant reveals
he's expecting his
FIFTH child with wife
Georgia Moffett
Already have children Ty,
Olive, Wilfred and Doris
together


Sir Cliff Richard
abandons Britain and
moves to New York after
legal battle over false
child sex abuse
allegations
Moving away 


David Beckham pays
tribute to wife Victoria
as he says 'there will
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only be one Posh' as
The Spice Girls share
first group shot on
stage in Dublin 


Love & Hip Hop star
Remy Ma is arraigned
for 'punching  cast mate
in face' with just three
months left on parole
for shooting a girlfriend
TWICE in 2007


Cuba Gooding Jr.
reveals he was at the
hospital with John
Singleton when he died:
'I got the opportunity to
tell him I love him'
Tough time


Olivia Culpo flaunts
her amazing figure in a
lace fishtail gown as
she attends Sibyl
Premiere at the Cannes
Film Festival
Wow


Mama June is rushed
to the hospital after
losing feeling in her
hand during - but her
boyfriend Geno thinks
she wants 'to go to get
sympathy'


 Stacey Solomon's
sister reveals her son
'FLEW out of her' as
presenter shares new
breastfeeding snap...
(but misses her own
baby shower)


Luann de Lesseps
looks strained in the
Hamptons as she is
seen for the first time
since being handcuffed
in court for violating her
probation


The Cure perform
during spectacular Vivid
show in Sydney to
celebrate 30th
anniversary of their
landmark album
Disintegration


Sonic the Hedgehog
movie delayed by three
months as director
announces he needs
more time to make the
character 'just right'
after backlash


Shocked Charlotte
Crosby rushes out of
her £1m Newcastle
home barefoot after
lorry accidentally
crashes into her front
gates


Wendy Williams heads
into business meeting
wearing Bryce Vine
sweatshirt... as cheating
ex Kevin accuses her of
'poisoning relationship
with their son'
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Love birds! Hugh
Jackman, 50, and wife
Deborra-Lee Furness,
63, wrap up their stay in
Paris with a day date at
the Jardin Louis Vuitton
Foundation


Chloe Ferry and ex
Sam Gowland looked
close during Magaluf
holiday... as claims
emerge he invited an
18-year-old back to
hotel hours after split


Hear'Say enjoy mini
reunion as Suzanne
Shaw and Noel Sullivan
attend press night
together... 19 years after
rising to fame on
Popstars


Adam Levine
'infuriated NBC execs'
with dismal Upfronts
performance and
complained he didn't
like show format before
sudden exit from Voice


Khloe Kardashian
cuddles True in
flashback picture... as
her breakdown over
cheating Tristan
Thompson plays out on
KUWTK 


Lady Victoria Hervey,
42, suffers a wardrobe
malfunction as she
flashes her knickers
through her semi-sheer
white sequined gown in
Monaco


Princess Charlotte will
join brother Prince
George at Thomas's
Battersea from
September
Kensington Palace
announced on Friday


Kimberley Garner
goes braless in
unbuttoned white shirt
and skinny jeans as
Cannes Film Festival
comes to a close
Chilling


Found a new breakfast
spot? Jools Oliver
grabs food from Gail's
with daughter Daisy, 16,
after the shock collapse
of husband Jamie's
restaurant chain


Makeup-free Jennifer
Lawrence shields her
designer purse from the
rain as she steps out in
New York City in a low-
key look
Keeping it casual


Moby reveals he fed
underage Christina
Ricci glasses of
champagne at his hotel
room claiming he dated
her, Natalie Portman
and Lana del Rey


Kelly Osbourne dazzles
in a polka dot blouse
and wide-leg trousers
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as she joins boyfriend
Jimmy Q at the Chelsea
Flower Show


A Princess Diana
moment! Melania battles
the wind ahead of flight
to Japan, as she pays
tribute to American
culture in a $3,900
Calvin Klein dress


Harrison Ford insists
Chris Pratt will NOT
inherit his Indiana
Jones role adding he is
the ONLY actor who can
play the hero: 'When I'm
gone, he's gone'


Emily Ratajkowski
wears casual stripy
outfit to walk puppy
Colombo with her
husband Sebastian
Bear-McClard
Date 


Pregnant Myleene
Klass, 41, displays her
baby bump in a flowing
red dress as she leaves
the Global Radio
studios
Bumping along


The new Baby Spice!
Original Spice Girls fans
bring their children to
the group's comeback
tour as fever grips
Dublin ahead of reunion
gig


Sam Taylor-Johnson,
52, and husband Aaron,
28, rock coordinating
looks as they step out
hand-in-hand in New
York City
Happy couple


Prince Harry is in his
element on horseback
as he competes in the
Sentebale Polo Cup in
Rome - but there's no
sign of Meghan and
baby Archie


Holly Willoughby pays
tribute to her glamorous
lookalike mum on her
71st birthday... as fans
go wild over her VERY
youthful appearance 
Special day


Milla Jovovich dazzles
in an off-the-shoulder
gown as she walks
Cannes red carpet...
after revealing she had
an emergency abortion
Elegant


Backstreet Boy Nick
Carter announces wife
Lauren Kitt is
pregnant... eight months
after fitness guru's
miscarriage
Happy news
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Emma Thompson, 60,
is having an identity
crisis nearly 30 years
after fame hit with
Howards End: 'The
eternal question is who
am I?'


Jamie Oliver calls in
renovators at his
£6million Essex
mansion - days after
announcing collapse of
his restaurant empire
with 1,300 jobs at risk


Lizzie Cundy
continues to dish the
dirt on trying to set up
Meghan Markle and
Ashley Cole... as she
reveals she met Simon
Cowell on the toilet 


Geordie Shore's
Sophie Kasaei flashes
major underboob in a
skimpy black bikini
during a photoshoot in
Ibiza... after promoting
body confidence


 Kimberley Garner
puts on a dazzling
display in stunning
embellished fairytale
gown at the It Must Be
Heaven premiere in
Cannes


Winnie Harlow flashes
her washboard abs in a
tiny pink velour crop top
and shorts before
slipping into an animal
print suit in Cannes
Twice as nice


Seann Walsh
passionately kisses
Katya Jones lookalike
girlfriend Grace
Adderley... seven
months after Strictly
cheating scandal


Mark Wright reunites
with James Argent as
he parties in Spain...
before ringing in fourth
wedding anniversary
without wife Michelle
Keegan 


Rachel Weisz carries
her baby daughter at
Heathrow... as husband
Daniel Craig is set to
undergoo ankle surgery
after painful fall on
Bond set


Amber Heard signs
autographs as she
lands back in Los
Angeles after dazzling
at Cannes Film Festival
After stunning in a range
of haute couture outfits


Sheridan Smith insists
she hasn't married
Jamie Horn in awkward
interview... as she sets
her sights on a wedding
cruise
Wore two rings


He's got his hands full!
James Middleton
balances a takeaway
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coffee and a bag of
baked goods as he
takes his dogs for a
stroll in Chelsea


Olivia Culpo shows off
her ripped tummy in a
skimpy frilly bandeau
top as she parties on a
luxury yacht in Saint
Tropez
Glamorous


Dani Dyer wears bold
statement jacket
emblazoned with the
words 'I want it, I got it'
as she strolls around
Essex with her makeup
artist best friend


Hilary Duff is a
goddess in gold gown
and black jacket while
filming wedding scene
on set of comedy series
Younger
Golden girl


Kourtney Kardashian
reveals her toned frame
as she strips NAKED for
shoot... before getting
into blazing row with
sister Kendall Jenner on
KUWTK 


Hayden Panettiere's
friends are 'relieved
Brian Hickerson can't
contact her'... after
judge prevented him
coming within 100 yards
of her


Chrissy Teigen admits
she felt 'embarrassed'
by her postpartum
depression diagnosis
and details her teenage
mental health battles
Opening up 


 Bella Hadid,
Josephine Skriver and
Adriana Lima lead the
host of off-duty beauties
preparing for Cannes
Film Festival closing
Heading home


Teresa Giudice's
daughter Gia, 18,
sparkles in her prom
dress after news that
dad Joe can stay in the
US while battling
deportation


 Taylor Swift comes
face-to-face with ex Joe
Jonas' new wife Sophie
Turner on The Graham
Norton Show... after
apologising for taking a
dig at her man


Kim Kardashian
displays her waist on
date with Kanye West
after welcoming
Psalm... amid reports
their childcare is
$1million a YEAR


Lily-Rose Depp goes
makeup free in baggy
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jeans as the 19-year-
old model runs errands
in Los Angeles
Keeping it casual for her
outing 


Rod Stewart, 74, puts
on a wild display as he
marks Tramp's 50th
anniversary... with
Michael Caine, 86, and
Joan Collins, 86, joining
in the raucous nostalgia


 Katie Price looks
happy with Kris Boyson
as she celebrates her
41st birthday with
children Junior, 13, and
Princess, 11, after her
recent facelift 


Catherine Zeta-Jones,
49, looks ageless as she
poses with her new
Casa Zeta Jones
summer home
collection: 'I'm back!'
Latest venture


'All is fair in war and
war': Drake fires back at
daughter of Bucks co-
owner on Instagram
after she trolled him by
wearing T-shirt featuring
rival rapper Pusha T 


Karrueche Tran flaunts
toned tummy in snaps
from her sun-soaked
Caribbean birthday
celebrations
Enjoyed a trip to Mustique


Tara Reid rocks a
cream latex mini and fur
coat as she enjoys a
cigarette on dinner date
with mystery man
Made a chic arrival in
Beverly Hills


Sophie Turner goes
braless as she joins
glamorous Jessica
Chastain and X-Men:
Dark Phoenix co-stars
to film The Late Late
Show on a London bus


Ronaldo accused of
promoting £350 fitness
sham: Abdominal belt
endorsed by footballer
'does nothing to give
users rock-hard abs',
experts say


Zoe Kravitz looks
leggy as she films new
series High Fidelity in
NYC after secretly
marrying fiance Karl
Glusman
Newlywed


George and
Charlotte's secret
playdate: Kate returned
to her woodland
playground for one last
adventure before end of
Chelsea Flower Show
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EXCL: 'I want Matt
Damon to play me!'
NASCAR champ Dale
Earnhardt Jr. reveals 
biopic choice and how
he quit smoking after
wife threatened to leave 


Kate Wright shares
busty snap while
working on secret
project... as adoring
fiancé Rio Ferdinand
voices his appreciation
with cheeky comment 


Southern Charm's
fiery exes Kathryn
Dennis and Thomas
Ravenel reunite for
daughter's preschool
graduation 
Reunited


Bella Hadid shares
topless bathroom video
while rocking thong
bottoms and a Burberry
towel over her damp
tresses
Bathroom video


EXCL: Kanye West's
charity Donda's House -
created to honor late
mother - barely made
$65,000 in four years -
less than cost of FIVE
pairs of Yeezy sneakers


Frankie Essex
displays her sensational
curves in a plunging
leopard print bikini as
she tops up her tan in
Tenerife
Looking good


Shanina Shaik oozes
elegance as she goes
braless in a plunging
checked trouser suit
during a sun-drenched
stroll through Cannes
Bold look


Sylvester Stallone cuts
a casual figure at the
Rambo V: Last Blood
photocall in Cannes
whilst his wife Jennifer
Flavin and daughter
Sistine relax in style


Bella Thorne struts out
of designer boutique in
thigh-skimming mini
dress during shopping
spree with pals
Splashed out in West
Hollywood on Thursday


Renée Zellweger
reveals her legs in black
minidress and thigh-
split gown ... as she
discusses her affinity
with Judy Garland
ahead of biopic


Tulisa is pictured
leaving the MTV studios
wearing casual workout
gear as she continues
to promote her solo
material 
Former N-Dubz star


Victoria Beckham posts
tribute to her ex Spice
Girls bandmates before
reunion tour... as
husband David adds
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'there will only ever be
one Posh Spice'


Amanda Holden puts
on an edgy display in a
tough leather jacket for
radio appearance...
before BGT judge heads
home on a motorbike
Looking good


Gary Barlow, 48, sends
fans wild with a video of
his lookalike son Daniel,
18, as they lift weights
in a gruelling garden
workout
Seeing double


Marie Osmond asks
fans to pray for her
baby granddaughter as
the newborn is rushed
into intensive care
Had been taken straight
to the ICU


Daniel Craig appears
pained on Bond 25 set
at Pinewood studios as
he is seen for the first
time since injuring his
ankle while filming in
Jamaica


Sylvester Stallone
reveals he kept Rocky's
two turtles Cuff and
Link from iconic 70s
movie... and they are
still alive and an
incredible 44 years old


Manchester United
star Luke Shaw reveals
he is expecting his first
child with
girlfriend Anouska
Santos
Happy news


Kylie Jenner admits
Jordyn Woods 'f*cked
up' as Khloe Kardashian
has a breakdown over
cheating scandal in new
KUWTK trailer 
Upset


 Stacey Solomon gives
birth to a baby boy 'a lot
earlier than planned' as
boyfriend Joe Swash
reveals gender in sweet
early-morning post-birth
snap


Chernobyl viewers are
left in shock as
EastEnders Trevor
Morgan star Alex Ferns
goes FULLY NUDE in
the gritty Sky Atlantic
drama


Avengers: Endgame
rakes in $2.6 billion
worldwide but STILL fell
short of box office
predictions
The film has been a
phenomenal success


Richard Madden reveals
he nearly became
homeless before
landing life-changing
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064213/Stacey-Solomon-gives-birth-baby-thanks-love-life-Joe-Swash.html
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Game Of Thrones role
Humble beginnings


Game Of Thrones star
Charles Dance admits
he was 'CONFUSED' by
the explosive season
eight finale and watched
'as much as he could'    
Opening up


Emily Atack shares a
kiss with beau Rob
Jowers as he supports
the star on closing night
of her one-woman show
The pair were inseparable
on Thursday


Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley puts on a
stylish display in an all-
black ensemble as she
enjoys a girls night out
at a sushi restaurant in
Los Angeles


Kendall Jenner vamps
it up in a leggy black
gown before switching
to a tiger-print dress as
she leads the stars at
the amfAR Cinema
Against AIDS after-party


Chloe Sevigny wows
in eccentric puffed
sleeve gown and moon-
print tights as she
attends Cannes
photocall
Bold sartorial display 


Kimberley Garner
leaves little to the
imagination as she goes
underwear-free in a
sheer gown at the
amfAR Gala afterparty
in Cannes


Antonio Banderas, 58,
looks suave in a white
tuxedo as he
passionately kisses
glamorous girlfriend
Nicole Kimpel, 38, at the
amfAR after party


MORE DON'T MISS
Alicia Vikander shows
off her bronzed
physique as she strips
down to a tiny black
bikini on board a yacht
in Ibiza
Living it up
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Stella Maxwell exudes
glamour in a stunning
ice blue gown as she
leads the model arrivals
alongside Elsa Hosk
and Martha Hunt at
amfAR Gala in Cannes


Dua Lipa sparkles in
scarlet holographic
corset dress and
diamonds as she
attends the amfAR after
party in Cannes
Glamorous display


 Do Ya Think I'm Sexy?
Rod Stewart, 74, flaunts
his derrière with wife
Penny Lancaster, 48, as
they attend Tramp
nightclub's star-studded
50th anniversary bash 


Jesy Nelson entertains
her band mates with a
male stripper as she
gives a glimpse inside
her home whilst
attempting a Come Dine
With Me experience


Kendall Jenner shows
off her model figure in a
pink ballgown as she
joins Eva Longoria and
Adriana Lima for
amfAR's 26th Cinema
Against AIDS Gala


Donna Air dazzles in
polka dots as she looks
totally enamoured with
property developer
boyfriend Ben
Carrington for swanky
date night


Kim Kardashian
shares pictures of her
day at Disneyland with
Saint and North... two
weeks after welcoming
baby Psalm
Happy family 


Chloe Sims sparks
reunion rumours with 
Dan Edgar as they jet to
Ibiza... a day after ex
Amber Turner's steamy
display with waste
management mogul


Game of Thrones star
Emilia Clarke turned
down Fifty Shades of
Grey because she's
'sick and tired' of being
asked about nudity
Fed up


Alicia Vikander and
Lily James get hitched
in 25th anniversary
sequel to Four
Weddings And A
Funeral
I do


Adam Levine is leaving
The Voice at the end of
season 16 as Blake
Shelton's girlfriend
Gwen Stefani returns for
season 17 Carson Daly
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shares


Denise Richards steps
out with husband Aaron
Hypers and daughter
Eloise... after revealing
Charlie Sheen brought a
hooker to Thanksgiving
Happy couple


Love Island's Jess
Shears covers her
blossoming baby bump
in a tuxedo dress as
pregnant star arrives at
clothing line launch with
husband Dom Lever


Heidi Klum, 45, flaunts
her cleavage in a lace
jumpsuit as she shares
a tender kiss with her
fiancé Tom Kaulitz, 29,
at Germany's Next Top
Model live final


Emily Ratajkowski
slips on fitted nude
dress after rocking
biker shorts and
oversized tee while
walking her puppy
Colombo 


EXCLUSIVE: Amir
Khan's parents say
boxer hasn't spoken
them for SIX MONTHS -
and blame his
'controlling' wife Faryal
Makhdoom


Royal Family Twitter
account makes a VERY
awkward typo in a post
about 'Princess Eugene'
- after naming Kate and
William as Archie's
parents


Rita Ora's 'jewellery
worth $4MILLION was
LEFT on a plane by a
courier who was jetting
the diamonds out to her'
to wear during Cannes
Film Festival


Emmerdale viewers
left 'broken' as Lisa
Dingle dies in
heartbreaking scenes
just hours after
marrying Zak Dingle
Emotional


Britain's Got Talent
spin-off show The
Champions will 'only
pay for stars expenses
to appear... leaving
some contestants
furious'


Joan Collins, 85, cuts
the cake at Tramp
nightclub's 50th
anniversary party as
she's joined by husband
Percy Gibson, 54, at the
glitzy bash


Kendall Jenner shows
her ex Ben Simmons
what he's missing as
she soaks up the
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-7066333/Buckingham-Palaces-Twitter-account-make-awkward-spelling-mistake.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7065167/Rita-Oras-jewellery-worth-4MILLION-LEFT-plane.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064573/Emmerdale-viewers-broken-Lisa-Dingle-dies-heartbreaking-scenes-hours-marrying-Zak.html
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Cannes sunshine in a
flirty pink minidress
Strike a pose


The Spice Girls set to
do the 'right thing' and
pay tribute to absent
Victoria Beckham
during their comeback
tour
Viva Forever


Michael Caine, 85,
returns to Tramp
nightclub with his wife
Shakira, 75... 48 years
after they met at
legendary London
venue


Kit Harington
serenades Rose Leslie
with Wilding song
during Game Of
Thrones skit on Red
Nose Day
Sweet moment


Jessica Alba beams
with son, 1, as she
proudly shows off
Beverly Hills mansion
after 18-month complete
renovation: 'This is our
dream house!'


Andrew Garfield is a
blond bombshell as he
debuts new hair color
on casual Los Angeles
outing
Revealed a new look on
Thursday


Peter Andre, 46, and
his wife Emily
MacDonagh, 29, dress
to impress for their
second Buckingham
Palace garden party of
the week


TOWIE's Harry Lee
hints his relationship
with co-star Chloe
Brockett is FAKED for
the cameras... days
after couple confirm
romance


Richard Madden
warned his mum about
Rocketman nude scene
after failing to alert her
to Bodyguard sex
scenes
Embarrassed 


Gigi Hadid cuts a chic
figure in bodysuit and
trousers while stepping
out in New York City
Caught the eye as she
stepped out in the Big
Apple on Thursday 


Hilary Duff sports a
phallic-shaped balloon
on her head as she
films hilarious
bachelorette party
scene for Younger's
sixth season


Surf's up! Liam
Hemsworth flaunts his
ripped physique while
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7065039/Richard-Madden-warned-mom-Rocketman-nude-scene-failing-alert-Bodyguard-sex-scenes.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7065339/Gigi-Hadid-cuts-chic-figure-bodysuit-trousers-stepping-New-York-City.html
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catching waves in
Byron Bay during a
family holiday
Shirtless star


Caroline Flack puts on
a stylish display in a
black mini dress as she
reunites with pal Iain
Stirling ahead of Love
Island launch at her
clothing line bash


Cristiano Ronaldo 'to
be served summons to
face rape allegations'
after lawyers finally
track down Juventus
striker's Italian address 
Legal woes


Harrison Ford pays
tribute to Star Wars co-
star Peter Mayhew and
talks the legacy of
Indiana Jones on The
Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon


'I will miss him
terribly': Heartbroken
Olivia Newton-John
reveals her brother
Hugh has died 'after
many years of decline'
Distraught 


BAZ BAMIGBOYE: So
what's Jessica
Chastain's superpower?
The force of female fury!
Plays an emotionless
alien in X-Men movie


Chris Pratt sweetly
kisses fiancee
Katherine
Schwarzenegger as the
couple take his son
Jack bike riding
Engaged in January


Mischa Barton 'fought
tooth and nail' for
Marissa Cooper to die
on The O.C. ... as she
plans her return to
television with MTV's
revival of The Hills


Tyra Banks channels
Wonder Woman with
empowering message...
after covering SI
Swimsuit 22 years after
her last appearance for
the magazine


Zoe Ball takes a day
off from her radio show
to mourn her late
partner Billy Yates on
the two-year
anniversary of his
funeral


Rihanna shows off her
fashion credentials in
khaki mini-skirt and
oversized jacket at
Fenty clothing launch in
Paris
Edgy
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Paris Jackson rocks
flared jeans while
stepping out with
boyfriend Gabriel Glenn
in Beverly Hills
Caught the eye as she
stepped out on Thursday


Mila Kunis and Ashton
Kutcher coordinate in
denim during casual
outing in West
Hollywood
Went ultra-casual on
Thursday


Rocket powered romp!
BRIAN VINER enjoys an
exhilarating romp
through Elton John's
evolution from honky
tonk pianist to global
superstar


Britney Spears takes
boyfriend Sam Asghari
for a spin in Mercedes
Benz Coupe amid
conservatorship fight
The pop star was behind
the wheel


Kelly Clarkson leads
team to win for charity
over Sean Hayes and
his squad on Hollywood
Game Night
Won money for Red Nose
Day on Thursday


Ringo Starr, 78, steps
out with wife Barbara
Bach, 71, to support LA
premiere for music
documentary Echo In
the Canyon
Beatles legend


BAZ BAMIGBOYE:
How Victoria Beckham
saved the day with a
Posh frock
Beckham helped out
actress Debbie
Honeywood 


George Clooney talks
new Hulu series Catch-
22 and the crash that
made him quit riding
motorcycles in candid
new interview
In conversation


Justin Bieber and his
wife Hailey Baldwin stop
for tea in West
Hollywood... as the
singer's new song
climbs pop charts
Casual date


Ferne McCann makes
a statement in tangerine
minidress after detailing
her experience with
'soul-destroying' reality
TV
Out and about 


Alex Jones is seen for
the first time since
giving birth to her
second son Kit... after
revealing she's
'besotted' with the new
arrival


Pointless host Richard
Osman sells the rights
for his detective novel
for £1.1MILLION after
writing it in secret in the
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7065111/George-Clooney-talks-new-Hulu-series-Catch-22-crash-quit-motorcycles.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064803/Justin-Bieber-wife-Hailey-Bieber-stop-tea-Justins-new-song-climbs-pop-charts.html
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biggest deal for a
debut book in a decade 


Dakota Johnson keeps
warm in a cozy sweater
with trendy denim and
cream hued bottoms as
she treats herself to a
visit to the nail salon
Pampering session


Cardi B says she's 'not
doing a TV show' amid
reports she's headed to
the small screen after
filing for trademark
Got her start on VH1
series Love & Hip Hop 


'Grateful for my
friends and family!'
Rebel Wilson reunites
with her actor ex-
boyfriend Mickey Gooch
Jr. at amfAR charity
gala in Cannes


Megan Fox 'didn't
know' Beverly Hills,
90210 when she met
Brian Austin Green and
STILL has not seen it
Hasn't watched the show
to date


Welcome to Cannes'
RED HOT carpet CLUB!
Scarlet dresses, slits to
the thigh... Nicole
Kidman kicked it off, but
as A-list flash more
flesh, is it too far?


Will Britons really pay
£4,500 for Gwynnie's
Wellness Weekender?
US fans have lapped it
up, and now the star's
roadshow is heading to
London


Olivia Culpo stuns in a
silver strapless gown
with a flowing train as
she commands the
carpet at the amfAR
gala at Cannes
Stunning


Nina Dobrev exudes
Old Hollywood glamour
in classic black gown
while dripping with
jewels at Cannes amfAR
gala
Beauty


Padma Lakshmi
flaunts figure in clingy
blue dress as she
headlines Ondyn
Jewelry Collection
launch in NYC
Dark-haired beauty


Hilaria Baldwin steps
out in a bright floral
dress as she hosts a tea
party in New York
Attended the English tea
party in honor of My 1st
Years


Jordin Sparks reveals
she felt 'so lonely' after
birth of her son as she
discusses her
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postpartum
depression struggle
Candid


Khloe Kardashian
gushes over daughter
True saying she 'thanks
God every day' for her...
as she continues to
freeze out love rat
Tristan Thompson


JAN MOIR: Find self-
service tills a struggle,
ma'am? Try my Royal
guide to modern
menaces
Unexpected item in the
hand-bagging area


Margot Robbie, Leo
DiCaprio and Brad Pitt
SQUIRM during
EXTREME close ups
amid Cannes standing
ovation for Once Upon
A Time In Hollywood 


Natalie Dormer cuts a
stylish figure in a
cream-coloured blazer
and wide-leg trousers
as she attends
nightclub bash
GOT star


Emma Watson's
mystery male
companion is revealed
to be Alicia Keys'
brother Cole Cook after
actress was pictured
with entrepreneur 


Pamela Anderson, 51,
looks glamorous in pale
pink ruffle gown as she
showers son Brandon,
22, in kisses at amfAR
Gala in Cannes
Family outing 


EXCLUSIVE: Inside the
stunning seven bed
London mansion 'Bad
Girl Ri Ri' is renting for
£16k-a-week - and star
has been secretly living
there for A YEAR 


Ellen DeGeneres adds
to her impressive real
estate portfolio and
purchases Adam
Levine's massive
Beverly Hills mansion
for $45million


Danny DeVito fans
petition for him to take
over for Hugh Jackman
as Wolverine in Marvel
Cinematic Universe
(and it has over 25K
signatures)


'It's a very impressive
story': Olivia Newton-
John's husband John
Easterling says she is
'doing extraordinarily
well' as she battles
cancer for third time 


Dua Lipa puts on
showstopping display in
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7065081/Natalie-Dormer-cuts-stylish-figure-cream-blazer-trousers-attends-nightclub-bash.html
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064163/Pamela-Anderson-showers-son-Brandon-22-kisses-Cannes-amFar-Gala.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7063187/Inside-stunning-seven-bed-London-mansion-Bad-Girl-Ri-Ri-renting-16k-week.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7065337/Ellen-DeGeneres-purchases-Adam-Levines-massive-Beverly-Hills-mansion-45million.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064739/Danny-DeVito-fans-petition-Hugh-Jackman-Wolverine-X-Men.html
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dramatic ruffled red
gown as she attends the
amFAR Cannes Gala in
style
Striking 


Olivia Wilde
commands attention in
leopard print dress
while promoting new
film Booksmart on Late
Night with Seth Meyers 
Engaging sight


Chrissy Teigen shares
video of their pet
hamster Peanut Butter
eating lettuce out of her
daughter Luna's hand
She's previously lost her
tiny pet twice


Will Arnett's new
girlfriend is named as
PR director Alessandra
Brawn after they were
spotted kissing
New York-based
Alessandra Brawn


Bitter sweet victory!
The Verve star Richard
Ashcroft thanks Sir
Mick Jagger and Keith
Richards for finally
giving him the full rights
to his biggest hit


Jon Hamm and a
monk-like Nick
Offerman hit the red
carpet at Good Omens
screening in New York
City
Prayers are answered


Dionne Warwick thinks
Beyonce has 'a long
road ahead' to become
an icon but 'can
appreciate her talent'
The 78-year-old singing
sensation


Abominable trailer
takes a young girl on an
adventure from
Shanghai to the
Himalayas with a
magical Yeti
First clip


Piers Morgan shows
off his dance moves
backstage with One
Show presenters
Angela Scanlon and
Matt Baker during
Mumford & Sons set


Alicia Keys showcases
her glowing skin as the
singer gushes over her
'beautiful blended
family' in Essence
magazine 
Stunning 


Kim Kardashian
shares pictures of
shirtless Kanye West as
she gets nostalgic
about their wedding five
years ago 
Reminiscing 
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Mariah Carey stuns in
cleavage-baring black
dress as she performs
at the amfAR Cannes
Gala 2019... after
skipping the red carpet
Taking to the mic


Gentleman Jack will
RETURN for a second
series as Suranne
Jones is branded
'inspirational' by
viewers for performance
as 'first modern lesbian'


TOWIE's Amber Turner
shows off her bikini
body while getting up
close and personal with
new man on a yacht in
Ibiza... following end to
Dan Edgar reunion


Peep Show star
Sophie Winkleman
confesses to feeling the
jitters at the wedding of
her sister-in-law, Lady
Gabriella Windsor


Jools Oliver looks
strained as she steps
out two days after the
shock collapse of
husband Jamie's
restaurant chain 
Unhappy


Chloe Ferry PIC EXCL:
Newly-single star VERY
worse-for-wear as she
suffers wardrobe
malfunction staggering
out of Marnie Simpson's
gender reveal bash 


Sophie Turner gets a
hair makeover with a
new fringe as she glams
up with X-Men Dark
Phoenix co-star Jessica
Chastain for The
Graham Norton Show 


Harvey Weinstein
'reaches tentative
$44million
compensation deal with
his victims' 
Accused him of sexual
misconduc


Will Smith hilariously
shames his son Jaden,
20, for being an HOUR
late to support him at
the Aladdin premiere in
Hollywood 
Fashionably late


CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV: The moral of
the story is... never
ignore a lion with
toothache!


Chrissy Teigen will
play a judge for the new
reality TV show
Chrissy's Court
alongside her
mother Vilailuck who
serves as bailiff


Millie Bobby Brown
gives an impressive
rendition of Amy
Winehouse hit after
revealing late singer
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064097/Sophie-Turner-gets-hair-makeover-new-blunt-fringe-Graham-Norton-filming.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7065303/Harvey-Weinstein-reaches-tentative-44million-compensation-deal-victims.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064603/Will-Smith-hilariously-shames-son-Jaden-HOUR-late-Aladdin-premiere.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7065297/CHRISTOPHER-STEVENS-reviews-nights-TV-Never-ignore-lion-toothache.html
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was her 'favorite'
Talented


Olivia Wilde looks like
she means business as
she steps out in sassy
suit to promote
Booksmart in New York
City
Elegant as ever


Kim Kardashian's son
Psalm does not have a
middle name and was
welcomed by the family
doctor, his birth
certificate reveals
Fourth child


Now THAT'S rock 'n'
roll! Shanina Shaik goes
braless in a completely
sheer gown as she
strums a bass guitar at
amfAR Cannes gala
fashion show


Bradley Cooper is the
picture of cool in black
varsity jacket as he
catches up with A Star
Is Born co-star Rafi
Gavron
Stepping out


Kendall Jenner shows
little sign of heartache
as she sunbathes in
Cannes... after splitting
from basketball player
beau Ben Simmons


Confirmed! Tyson
Fury's younger brother
Tommy IS going on this
year's ITV hit show Love
Island (and he is on his
way to the Mallorca villa
right now)


BAZ BAMIGBOYE:
Matt's the One to join
the kings and queens of
panto at the Palladium
Will join Paul O'Grady and
Julian Clary in Goldilocks 


Marnie Simpson PIC
EXCL: Pregnant star
shows off bump with
beau Casey Johnson as
they are supported by
reality TV co-stars at
gender reveal bash


Lauren Goodger PIC
EXCLUSIVE: Star makes
a VERY bleary-eyed exit
from Marnie Simpson's
gender reveal bash...
after 'signing up to
Celebs Go Dating'


Kimberley Garner
makes VERY dramatic
entrance in white caped
gown as she joins
elegant Jasmine Tookes
at The Traitor premiere
at Cannes Film Festival 


Millie Bobby Brown
announces she has
obtained driver's
license as she posts
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photo of herself
behind the wheel:
'Watch out cuz MBB is
on the road'


Georgia Toffolo looks
lovely in flirty white
dress as she attends
fashion bash... after
calling for Boris
Johnson to be next
Prime Minister


Ex-TOWIE star Jasmin
Walia shows off her
slender figure in
skintight scarlet dress
at India Cricket Heroes
event
Dressed to impress


Kourtney Kardashian
says her friendly
relationship with ex
Scott Disick and his
girlfriend Sofia Richie is
the 'thing is she most
proud of' 


Ivor Novello Awards
2019: Richard Ashcroft
scoops outstanding
contribution prize...
after regaining rights to
Bittersweet Symphony
from The Rolling Stones


Pink steps out with
two-year-old son
Jameson Moon while
wearing a Looney Tunes
T-shirt and 80s inspired
red parachute pants
Sweet


Cheryl Burke is a
beautiful bride in a crisp
white dress as she
marries Matthew
Lawrence in San Diego
Said 'I do' in a romantic
ceremony


Rebel Wilson looks
beautiful in blue as she
graces the red carpet at
the amfAR's 26th
Cinema Against AIDS
Gala in Cannes
Bold and bright 


Milla Jovovich stuns in
white gown at amfAR
Gala at Cannes Film
Festival... as she is seen
for first time since
sharing harrowing
abortion story


Nickelodeon's Henry
Danger star Michael D.
Cohen reveals he is
transgender: 'I can't
stay silent'
43-year-old actor was
'misgendered at birth' 


Winnie Harlow catches
the eye in embellished
leaf print dress with
dramatic tulle skirt on
the Cannes' amFAR
Gala red carpet
Turning heads


Kris Jenner, 63, cuts a
chic figure in white silk
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064339/Rebel-Wilson-looks-beautiful-blue-amfAR-Gala-Cannes.html
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064349/Nickelodeons-Henry-Danger-star-Michael-D-Cohen-reveals-transgender-stay-silent.html
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suit as she joins
boyfriend Corey
Gamble, 38, at the
amfAR Cannes Gala
Date night


Izabel Goulart leaves
little to the imagination
in a daring cut-out silver
gown at the amfAR's
26th Cinema Against
AIDS Gala in Cannes
Stunning


You Can Leave Your
Hat On: Sir Tom Jones,
78, goes shirtless and
wears a backwards cap
as he tops up that tan at
Eden Roc
Relaxing in style


Star Trek: Picard
releases first teaser
trailer with Patrick
Stewart tending to his
vineyard as he is asked
why he left the Starfleet
Sneak peek


Hayley Tamaddon
accidentally reveals the
gender of her unborn
baby live on TV as she
discusses her 'miracle'
pregnancy at 42 
On Thursday's Lorraine


From The Clash to The
Wind In The Willows:
Sounds mad? But the
Waterboys make this
kaleidoscope of styles
into a masterclass, says
ADRIAN THRILLS


Allison Williams steps
out in THREE super
stylish outfits in New
York as she promotes
Netflix horror flick The
Perfection
Elegant


Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West 'trademark
Psalm's name' so he
can brand products...
even though he's only
two weeks old
Business savvy 


Jaden Smith soars
through a pink cloud
while strapped in wire
rig on the set of new
music video for his
album Erys
New heights


Charlie Sheen says
Denise Richards' story
that he brought a
'hooker' to
Thanksgiving 'is
absolutely true'
Badly behaved


Cristiano Ronaldo
checks out the action at
the Monaco Grand Prix
with his girlfriend
Georgina Rodriguez and
son Cristiano Jr
Family fun
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Sarah Jessica Parker
shows off her jean-ius
style as she does spot
of shopping in rolled-up
denim and glittering
kitten heels
Stepping out 


Buffy The Vampire
Slayer star Kristy
Swanson claims she got
a 'death threat' after
being cast as FBI lover
Lisa Page in pro-Trump
play 


Kate Beckinsale STILL
hasn't finalised divorce
from Len Wiseman three
years on from their
split... as exes are
ordered to appear in
court  in July


Leonardo DiCaprio
and Orlando Bloom put
on dapper display in
suits and shades as
they bring bromance to
the And We Go Green
premiere in Cannes 


Brooklyn Beckham
appears all partied out
after three-day Cannes
trip as girlfriend Hana
Cross helps to guide the
poorly-looking star to
the airport 


Jamie Oliver and wife
Jools boast of their
wealthy lifestyle as they
give a glimpse into their
£8.9million mansion as
his restaurant chain
collapses 


'This really is the final
call': Prince Charles
urges big business to
do a 'great deal more' to
tackle the 'alarming
threat' of climate
change


Michelle Williams
looks chic in a check
skirt while walking her
dog in New York... after
reflecting on the movie
industry post #MeToo
movement


Miley Cyrus poses in
her lacy underwear after
her luggage gets lost as
she travels to the UK
ahead of Radio 1's Big
Weekend
Baggage woes


Leonardo DiCaprio's
girlfriend Camila
Morrone, 21, stuns in a
plunging Grecian-
inspired dress as she
boards yacht with the
actor, 44, in Cannes


Love Island's Alex
George admits he
wanted therapy after
appearing on the reality
show to cope with
dealing with social
media


Queen, 93, is shown her
British Airways ticket
from her 1953 trip to
Jamaica - but admits
her 266 official overseas
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visits get 'a bit
muddled' in her memory


PICTURED: Luann De
Lesseps handcuffed in
court and taken into
custody after violating
her probation by testing
positive for alcohol
Handcuffed


Jill Zarin says limited
exposure on Real
Housewives of New
York City makes her 'a
little sad' as cast rebuffs
her birthday party invite
Opening up 


Real Housewives of
New York stars Ramona
Singer and Dorinda
Medley hit the red
carpet at the opening of
Marbles Downtown NYC
Stepping out


Jonas Brothers reveal
there was an emotional
strain between them
when they split and they
couldn't communicate
in 'healthy' way
Creative differences


No slowing down! The
Queen, 93, has her
busiest week of 2019,
attending FIVE
engagements in just six
days - including a royal
wedding


Susanna Reid recalls
the heroic moment she
saved a baby's life...
just WEEKS after Dr.
Hilary showed her how
to stop children choking
Heroic 


Hilary Duff puts her
city girl style on display
in two different outfits
as she films Younger
wearing PVC trousers
and tiny black shorts
Out and about


In her element! Zara
Tindall looks thrilled to
be taking the reins
again as she competes
in a dressage event at
the Houghton horse
trials in Norfolk 


'I want to go so badly':
Chrissy Teigen keen to
attend Kanye West's
Sunday Service - but
John Legend's The
Voice schedule has
stopped them


Sharon Osbourne
breaks down as she
discusses suicide
attempt and reliance on
medication... but Loose
Women apologise after
she swears TWICE  


Laurence Llewelyn-
Bowen EXCLUSIVE: TV
star, 54, reveals Harry
Styles's mum fancies
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-7063727/Chrissy-Teigen-confesses-wanting-attend-Kanye-Wests-Sunday-Service.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7062741/Sharon-Osbourne-breaks-tears-discusses-heartbreaking-suicide-attempt.html
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him and discusses his
secret flirty past with
Camilla Parker-Bowles


Sophie Turner looks
sensational in a paisley
print shirt and sleek
trousers as she enjoys
a relaxed outing in
London
Smart look


Caitlyn Jenner dons
same sheer LBD at
diabetes benefit that
she wore to the
Victoria's Secret
Fashion Show in 2015
Stylish


Singer Louise
Redknapp is ordered to
appear in court accused
of running a red light in
her £46,000 Range
Rover
Court date 


Holly Willoughby
dresses for London
sunshine in pretty print
dress as she joins
Phillip Schofield to film
This Morning outside
Seasonal style


A little Twitter bird told
her? Chrissy Teigen
reveals she found out
about her friend Kim
Kardashian's baby
name ONLINE
Awkward


EXCLUSIVE: Wendy
Williams is seen holding
hands with her son in a
show of solidarity two
days after his arrest for
punching her cheating
husband


Shahs Of Sunset: Reza
Farahan apologizes for
leaking texts revealing
Mercedes Javid can't
have more children...
but maintains they 'can
never be friends again' 


Kylie Jenner looks
flawless as she plugs
sister Kim Kardashian's
new wedding makeup
collection... after
launching her own Kylie
Skin line


Ant McPartlin cuts a
casual figure as he
steps out with girlfriend
Anne-Marie Corbett on
scenic dog walk
Looked happier than ever
on Wednesday


Kelly Brook displays
her famous curves in a
duo of VERY sexy
swimsuits for
smouldering new shoot 
Showed off her trademark
figure 


Tamara Ecclestone
exudes elegance in
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7063285/Kylie-Jenner-looks-flawless-plugs-sister-Kim-Kardashians-new-bridal-makeup-line.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7063025/Ant-McPartlin-steps-girlfriend-Anne-Marie-Corbett-country-dog-walk.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7062267/Kelly-Brook-displays-famous-curves-duo-sexy-swimsuits.html
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jungle-themed shirt
dress and nude heels as
she steps out for lunch 
Treated herself to a rare
lunch in Chelsea


Kim Kardashian puts
on a busty display as
she goes braless in a
white tank top while
spending a day at
Disneyland with North
West


Lauren Goodger
sparks concern after
latest snap with pal
Chloe Ferry as fans beg
'unrecognisable' star to
'stop the cosmetic
procedures'


Game of Thrones
behind-the-scenes
photos released ahead
of two-hour
documentary The Last
Watch
Exciting 


Constance Wu dons
leggy look as her Fresh
Off the Boat costar
Randall Park says he's
'thrilled' for renewal
Crazy Rich Asians
actress


PIERS MORGAN: Let's
get real about Game of
Thrones: It was garbage
that promoted a
miserable, depressing,
depraved and barbaric
view of life


Kylie Jenner
showcases her pert
posterior in skintight
high-waisted leather
trousers for dinner with
a pal in LA... after her
lavish skincare launch


Is Kourtney
Kardashian ready to
QUIT family show? 40-
year-old admits she'd
be 'very happy' if
KUWTK ended - as she
poses up in silk lingerie


Chloe Ferry looks
tense on awkward
holiday with ex Sam
Gowland as she hits out
amid claims he 'romped
with a Love Island star
just days after split 


Kate Moss cuts a
stylish figure in silk
lemon shirt and black
trousers as she goes for
a stroll with friend near
London home 
Always stylish


Love Island bosses
recruit the show's first
ever plus size
contestant as they line
up model Jada Sezer
amid criticism for a lack
of diversity  
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-7062617/Kourtney-Kardashian-says-proud-friendship-Scott-Disick.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7062193/Geordie-Shores-Chloe-Ferry-ex-Sam-Gowland-pictured-holiday-together.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7062931/Kate-Moss-cuts-stylish-figure-silk-lemon-shirt-black-trousers.html
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Caroline Flack models
a sizzling swimwear
collection as she
reveals she likes having
her toes sucked in fan
Q&A ahead of the Love
Island launch


Jacqueline Jossa
'likes' Instagram post
which says 'there is
never an excuse to
cheat' amid marriage
drama with Dan
Osborne


Samia Longchambon
puts on a leggy display
in a red mini skirt and
black T-shirt as she
steps out with her
skater husband Sylvain
in Wilmslow 


Lana Del Rey heads to
church after Moby
dished on their short-
lived romance... as
Justin Bieber keeps it
casual for service in his
clothing range


Bond girl Ana De
Armas steps out on a
girls' lunch date in
Madrid after being
personally handpicked
by Daniel Craig for 007
role 


Caroline Flack heads
to her high-street
fashion launch after
saying Love Island
'shouldn't be made a
scapegoat following
reality star deaths'


Katherine Ryan wows
in lingerie-inspired
camisole with chic pink
overcoat as she sips
cocktails at tequila bash
Paired her outfit with high-
waisted black jeans


Michelle Williams on
how life on set has
changed post the
#MeToo movement: 'You
don't get a morning
grope, you get a
handshake'


Winnie Harlow and
fellow model Cindy
Bruna match in same
colourful print as they
both flash their abs
during another glam
outing in Cannes


Sophie Turner shows
off Game Of Thrones
tattoo which SPOILED
the show's ending as
she joins co-star
Jessica Chastain at X-
Men photocall


Malin Andersson
sports bikini bottoms
with a crop top as she
unwinds on chilled-out
holiday in Palma... after
proudly promoting body
confidence 


Billie Faiers shows off
her svelte physique in
skin-tight gym gear as
she joins playsuit-clad
sister Sam on laid-back
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spa day 
Toned and trim 


Jonathan Cheban is
spotted with a pretty
brunette as he lands in
France... before posing
with Maria Grazhina
Chaplin at the Cannes
Film Festival


Today's headlines Most Read
Killer driver is FINALLY unmasked: Police
officers' son, 18, who was spared jail
despite ploughing into and...


Four children whose brothers aged 13 and 14
died in 'poison incident' are released from
hospital - as...


Billionaire Crown Prince of Dubai angers
his neighbours at £75million Surrey estate
after 'installing eight...


The Pope compares abortion to 'hiring a
HITMAN' as he says it can never be
condoned 


Police hunt robber who held knife to
BABY'S throat after his grandmother
refused to hand him her purse 


GP facing the sack for asking a Muslim
woman to lift her veil so he could hear what
was wrong with her...


Mother, 36, who agonised over whether to
have a second child after she was
diagnosed with a brain tumour...


Princess Diana's death crash was NOT an
accident and two cars involved have never
been traced, say American...


Meghan's mission to be Made In Chelsea:
Thought hooking Harry was a happy
coincidence? Her PR advisers and...


A Farage landslide? Millions of ballot boxes
under guard across the UK could give Brexit
Party a historic...


British climber's family pay tribute to
'aspirational adventurer', 44, who 'still had
many more dreams to...


Body of British Armed Forces veteran, 69, is
found 170ft underwater off the coast of Spain
two days after he...


Mel B and Emma Bunton jet into London
as Scary is the ONLY Spice Girl to address
first night criticism... as...


First picture of girl, 17, killed in horror crash
after car she was a passenger in smashed
into a wall - as...


Posh, you were not missed! Desperation,
some critics might say, but not me - for I
was caught up in the...


BGT SPOILER: Theresa May impersonator
STRIPS while sporting THOSE leopard print
heels and waving EU and UK...


Save on your groceries by FORAGING for
food: Chef picks his own berries, garlic
and nuts to cut down on...


One UK fast food chain only gives you 12
chips while another dishes out 152: As the
Government tries to...


And they're off! Race to be new PM
explodes into life as Health Secretary Matt
Hancock becomes the fifth...


Tory leadership hopeful Rory Stewart rules
out serving under Boris Johnson as he
brands No-Deal Brexit...


JAN MOIR: At first, she was valiant. Then
her voice faltered like a plucked
heartstring. Did Mrs May show...


Go easy on the comfort food, Theresa! PM
looks relaxed as she browses her local
Waitrose with husband Phil...


SIMON WALTERS: Boris Johnson is so
flawed, but still the public forgive him 
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Elderly air passengers missing flights
after being forced to walk almost a
MILE to the departure gates 


Many travellers with difficulty walking only request assistance at airport
It may be too late and see them forced to walk to their departure gates  
Maximum check-in to departure distances include 3,822ft at Stansted
Others are 2,952ft at Luton, 2,697ft at Manchester & 2,461ft at Glasgow


By MARK DUELL FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 07:52, 27 September 2016 | UPDATED: 17:38, 27 September 2016


Elderly air passengers are at risk of missing flights because they are being forced to
walk almost a mile to the departure gates, it was revealed today.


Travel organisation Abta warned that many travellers who have difficulty walking
only request assistance once they arrive at the airport, which may be too late.


This can lead to them having to make their way across terminals on foot from check-
in desks to reach the departure gates - or miss their flight.
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HOW FAR DO YOU HAVE TO
WALK THROUGH AIRPORTS?
Maximum distances from check in or
special assistance desks to gates at the
larger UK airports


London Stansted - 3,822ft (1,165m) 


London Luton - 2,952ft (900m) 


Manchester  - 2,697ft (822m) 


London Gatwick - 2,559ft (780m) 


Glasgow - 2,461ft (750m)


Edinburgh - 695m (2280ft) 


Walking through Glasgow Airport: Travel organisation Abta warned many travellers who have
difficulty walking only request assistance once they arrive at the airport, which may be too late


The maximum distances from check-in or special assistance desks to departure
gates according to Abta include 3,822ft (1,165m) at London Stansted Airport.


Other long distances include 2,952ft (900m) at London Luton, 2,697ft (822m) at
Manchester, 2,461ft (750m) at Glasgow and 1,739ft (530m) at Birmingham.


Abta's director of destinations and
sustainability, Nikki White, said: ‘The
travel industry is committed to making
holidays and other travel arrangements
accessible for everyone.


‘For most, travelling through airports is a
fairly straightforward process, but for
those who may find walking longer
distances harder to manage, larger
airports can present a challenge.


‘We would encourage anyone who may
need assistance to inform their tour
operator or airline no later than 48 hours
before they travel so that their journey
through the airport will be as
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Danielle Armstrong
PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Former TOWIE star
flaunts her sensational
figure in a revealing
blue bikini during beach
day in Spain


Elizabeth Hurley, 53,
flaunts her washboard
abs in a nautical striped
bikini as she soaks up
the sun in yet another
saucy post


TOWIE's Chloe
Meadows exhibits her
ample cleavage and
hourglass curves in
bejewelled bikini as she
soaks up the sun in
Ibiza


Megan Barton Hanson
lauds her 'thick thighs'
in smouldering bikini
snap... after admitting
'painful' insecurities led
to her extensive surgery


Stacey Dooley sports
a casual chic ensemble
as she and Strictly beau
Kevin Clifton head out
in London after enjoying
a lunch date
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Share or comment on this article: Elderly air passengers missing flights after being
forced to walk almost a MILE to gates


comfortable as possible, and they will be
able to board their flight with plenty of
time to spare.’


Abta added that airports have ‘invested considerable sums in terms of foot
passenger transport aids such as moving walkways and shuttles, however, there may
still be lengthy walks at larger airports throughout the world’.
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choice for her
conservator says
Celebrity Rehab host Dr.
Drew


Josephine Skriver
shows off her slender
legs in dazzling silver
gown as she attends
fashion show in Monaco
She's a knockout! 


Love Island's Casa
Amor WILL return to the
show but to 'help
romance and not cause
strife'... following
concerns over the rival
villa's effect on
contestants' health


Gemma Collins flaunts
her weight loss in a
tropical swimsuit as she
enjoys an exotic
Caribbean getaway...
amid her mission to
shed the pounds


Dwayne 'The Rock'
Johnson is a proud dad
as daughter Simone, 17,
graduates high school
and heads to college


Billie Faiers cuts a
casual figure as she
larks around on a
bouncy castle with
husband Greg Shepherd
while filming The
Mummy Diaries 


'I have ZERO love life!'
Jodie Comer, 26, insists
men don't approach her
after Killing Eve... but
admits she has plenty
of 'strange' male fans
following her around


Carey Mulligan looks
effortlessly chic in a
frilly red dress as she
steps out with husband
Marcus Mumford and
their little boy in London


Zara Tindall dons
sunglasses and a pair
of shorts as she soaks
up the Bank Holiday sun
after taking part in the
cross country at
Houghton horse trials


ASOS


Nobody's Child shi…
£30.00


Buy now


Pretty Little Thing


PrettyLittleThing R…
£25.00


Buy now
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Lindsay Lohan slyly
shades Paris Hilton with
Instagram throwback
after hotel heiress calls
her 'beyond,' 'lame' and
'embarrassing'


Liam Payne puts on a
dapper display in a
black floral print shirt
over dark denim jeans
as he enjoys a night out
in London with pals


Actor Jon Voight, 80,
posts glowing tribute
videos to Trump on
Twitter, calling him 'the
greatest president since
Abraham Lincoln' and
claiming he's 'made his
every move correct' 


Taylor Swift fangirls
over ex Joe Jonas' new
wife Sophie Turner  on
The Graham Norton
Show... but they DON'T
address the elephant in
the room


Nicole Scherzinger
goes make-up free as
she arrives in Sydney ...
after showing off her
figure in a bikini during
Hawaii break


Sophie Turner cuts a
casual figure as she
enjoys a night out in
London with pals... after
hinting at second
wedding with husband
Joe Jonas


Orlando Bloom cuts a
casual figure in neon
orange tracksuit and
baseball cap as he jets
out of Cannes Film
Festival


Amir Khan puts on a
loved-up display with
wife Faryal Makhdoom...
after his parents
revealed boxer hasn't
spoken to them in SIX
MONTHS


Rihanna looks
sensational in denim
mini as she surprises
fans at the launch of
Fenty store in Paris...
following shock move to
London


'I couldn't cope with
success': Elton John
reveals he finds scenes
featuring his descent
into drug addiction and
bulimia in new biopic
Rocketman 'difficult to
watch'


Selena Gomez rocks
casual baby blue
ensemble on lunch
outing with pals in Los
Angeles
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7069587/Rihanna-surprises-fans-launch-Fenty-store-Paris.html
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Lottie Moss wows in
sexy black jumpsuit
with deeply plunging
black jumpsuit as she
hits the club in London
with actress Tara
Berwin


Richard Madden cuts a
casual figure as he
leaves New York hotel
alongside his flatmate
and Sam Smith's ex
Brandon Flynn


Meghan's mission to
be Made In Chelsea:
Was marrying Harry a
happy coincidence? No
- and as her ex-PR
advisers and C-list
friends reveal


Love Island's Dani
Dyer hits back at fans
for 'judging' her after
sharing snap with her
new beau Sammy
Kimmence... weeks after
Jack Fincham split


Posh just doesn't
know what she's
missing! JAN MOIR
reviews The Spice Girl's
reunion tour debut in
Dublin
Review


Rachel Riley is
pregnant! Countdown
star announces she's
expecting her first child
with Strictly partner
Pasha Kovalev... and it's
due in December 


Mandy Moore shares
amazingly scenic
photos from her 'bucket
list dream' hike around
Mount Everest


Bella Hadid shows off
her toned figure in
stylish burnt orange
mini dress during an
intimate dinner hosted
by Tag Heuer in Monaco


Sophie Turner says
she and husband Joe
Jonas could 'potentially'
celebrate their wedding
with a party... after
impromptu Vegas
nuptials


Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West celebrate
their 5th wedding
anniversary with
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extravagant 'Kimye'
floral arrangement
Lavish as ever


Sporty Spice is back!
Athletic Mel C flaunts
her INCREDIBLE
physique and amazing
abs on stage in Dublin
after bulking up for the
Spice Girls tour


Makeover YOUR life in
a month: The guide to
feeling and looking
better in 30 days (and
it's so much easier than
you think!)
AD FEATURE


Rita Ora puts on a
daring display in a low-
cut white dress with
sexy silver thigh-high
boots as she performs
in London
Dazzling


Stacey Solomon
shares heartwarming
snaps of her sons 
Leighton, seven, and
Zachary, 11, being
introduced to their
newborn baby brother 


Jessica Chastain nails
off-duty chic in stylish
slogan tee as she goes
make-up free for low-
key London outing


Olivia Palermo looks
pretty in a pink cape as
her husband
photographs her on the
bustling streets of
Manhattan


Kelly Clarkson and
Blake Shelton express
shock at Adam Levine's
sudden departure from
The Voice


Rod Stewart reveals
he would 'love' his own
biopic after being
inspired by pal Elton
John's new film
Rocketman
Centre stage


Emily Ratajkowski
brings pet pooch
Colombo onto star-
studded Tonight Show
episode
She exudes star power in
her own right


Kylie Jenner models
her own make-up line as
she poses in lace-up
pants and neon green
heels before 'date night'
with boyfriend Travis
Scott


ADVERTISEMENT



https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7068725/Kim-Kardashian-Kanye-West-celebrate-5th-wedding-anniversary-extravagant-Kimye-flowers.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7068837/Spice-Girls-reunion-tour-Mel-C-flaunts-gym-honed-physique.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-6964265/Makeover-life-month-Feel-look-better-30-days.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7069021/Rita-Ora-dazzles-low-cut-dress-performs-London.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7068405/Stacey-Solomon-shares-moment-sons-meet-younger-brother-sweet-images.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7069541/Jessica-Chastain-looks-chic-monochrome-outfit.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7069037/Olivia-Palermo-looks-pretty-pink-hubby-photographs-bustling-streets-Manhattan.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7069157/Kelly-Clarkson-Blake-Shelton-express-shock-Adam-Levines-sudden-departure-Voice.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7069073/Rod-Stewart-reveals-love-biopic.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7069509/Emily-Ratajkowski-brings-pet-pooch-Colombo-star-studded-Tonight-episode.html
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Mel B puts on a
raucous display as she
twerks and shocks the
audience by SWEARING
on stage... following a
speedy recovery after
losing vision in one eye


Rooney Mara fetches
some vegan groceries
while beau Joaquin
Phoenix sparks up a
post-gym cigarette
across town


Amy Schumer and
husband Chris Fischer
look soaked after giving
their baby Gene his very
first bath


Pamela Anderson, 51,
stuns in a white dress
as she joins son
Brandon, 22, and beau
Adil Rami, 33, at the
U*NITE fashion show in
Monaco


Let's go outside! Make
it a bank holiday
weekend to remember
with our ultimate BBQ
recipes
AD FEATURE


Geordie Shore's Chloe
Ferry poses in TINY
blue bikini... as she
endures awkward
holiday with ex Sam
Gowland in Magaluf
despite cheating claims


Louise Redknapp
looks cool and casual
as she leaves the
theatre... after mourning
her failed marriage to
Jamie in new lyrics 
Heading off 


Stacey Dooley defends
her holding an African
child AGAIN claiming
Labour MP Lammy's
accusations she was
acting like a 'white
saviour' are 'farcical'


Kim Kardashian's
mini-me Chicago
models a $200 Burberry
dress as she has a play
date with Khloe's
daughter True
Just like mum


Inside Rochelle
Humes' daughter Alaia's
sixth birthday party:
Star treats her little one
to sleepover with
personalised pyjamas
and spa treatments


Jessica Simpson is a
proud mom as she
shares video of five-
year-old son Ace taking
a swing on a golf course


ADVERTISEMENT


ADVERTISEMENT
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7068283/Pamela-Anderson-51-dons-low-cut-dress-date-night-Adil-Rami-33.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/the-instant-edit/article-7002491/Lets-outside-Make-bank-holiday-weekend-remember-ultimate-BBQ-recipes.html
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7069123/Louise-Redknapp-looks-cool-casual-leaves-theatre.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7069129/Stacey-Dooley-defends-picture-holding-African-child-AGAIN.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7068419/Kim-Kardashians-mini-Chicago-play-date-Khloes-daughter-True.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7068517/Inside-Rochelle-Humes-daughter-Alaias-6th-birthday-party.html
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'Liberals bully Trump
supporters!': Kanye
West claims people who
voted for the president
are 'treated like enemies
of America' and says he
wore MAGA hat to break
the stigma


Jessica Biel
showcases her toned
midriff while running
errands in a sporty chic
sweatsuit


Ariana Grande fans
baffled by her new
Madame Tussauds
waxwork: 'Y'all need to
melt her face and start
over!' 
Awkward


Kate's Chelsea Flower
Show children's garden
looked impossibly
perfect - but it CAN be
built in one Bank
Holiday weekend... for
almost £1,000 


Manchester United
player Chris Smalling
sweetly reveals he feels
'truly blessed' following
the birth of his first
child Leo Asher with
wife Sam


Brooke Shields, 53,
flashes a peace sign as
she flaunts her ageless
beauty in blush-colored
dress for a lunch with a
gal-pal


George Clooney says
he fears his family are
in danger because wife
Amal is involved in
prosecuting ISIS
fighters
Living in fear


Spice Girls kick off
reunion tour: Mel C
enjoys pre-show cup of
tea with Geri Horner and
Emma Bunton as the
band prepare for first
performance in Dublin


Margot Robbie pays
tribute to Sharon Tate in
Cannes by recreating
same braided hairstyle
the late actress wore to
the French film festival
in 1968 


Dionne Warwick thinks
plans for a Whitney
Houston hologram tour
are 'stupid'... but she
admits she has 'no clue
what that is'
Speaking out


Jimmy Fallon's late
night tenure in jeopardy
as The Tonight Show's
ratings fall behind
Stephen Colbert for an
entire season
In trouble


Daryl Hannah, 58, and
Neil Young, 73, are the
image of youthful
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7068269/Spice-Girls-kick-reunion-tour-Dublin.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-7068715/Margot-Robbie-recreates-Sharon-Tates-1968-Cannes-Film-Festival-hairstyle.html
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wedded bliss as they
enjoy bike ride in
Oregon
Sporty


Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley is a bombshell
on black while shopping
for posh baby clothes in
WeHo


Ryan Reynolds shows
off his guns while
shooting an intense
fight scene on the set of
his new film Free Guy in
Boston


Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West's five-year-
wedding anniversary:
The star shares 10 new
photos from her
nuptials as she gets
congratulated


Amber Heard rocks
edgy biker jacket as she
bonds with her baby
nephew at Malibu's
upscale Nobu
restaurant


Cara Santana beams
as she steps out in a
pair of ripped jeans
while picking up a green
drink in Hollywood


'I just wasn't
interested' Shane
Warne's son Jackson
struggled with pressure
to follow in famous
dad's footsteps as he
admits he was never
'that good' at cricket


Amber Turner flaunts
her curves in a skimpy
silver swimsuit before
changing into a denim
playsuit as she poses
for fashion shoot in
Ibiza


Lady Gaga is rocker
chic in ripped fishnets
as she heads into
recording after
announcing Haus of
Gaga Store on Vegas
Strip


EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
Harry and Meghan 'are
planning a trip to South
Africa with baby Archie
later this year'
Firming up plans to return
to Africa


From 'detestable'
Daniel's ankle to a
#MeToo backlash,
disasters stirred up
trouble on the new 007
film. Who's to blame for
curse of James Bond? 
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Kanye West gets
emotional as he reveals
his sadness that mom
Donda never got to met
her grandchildren
during interview with
David Letterman


Elsa Hosk makes a
stunning arrival in a
dramatic purple
feathered gown
alongside Shanina
Shaik at the Sibyl
premiere in Cannes


Human Ken Doll
Rodrigo Alves shows
off his surgically-
enhanced abs as he
takes to stage in bra
alongside belly dancers
in Istanbul


The Queen is 'deeply
upset' after death of her
loyal housekeeper of 40
years who passed away
after a short illness
aged 72
Devastated


Sylvester Stallone's
daughter Sistine, 20,
and wife Jennifer, 50,
look glam as they
support the actor, 72, at
glitzy Rambo V
screening in Cannes


Model behaviour!
Shanina Shaik flaunts
catwalk worthy pins in
daring beaded bodysuit
dress as she dazzles on
arrival to Sybil premiere
in Cannes


Meghan snubs Trump:
Prince Harry and the
Queen will meet US
President for a private
lunch during State Visit
- but Duchess will stay
at home with Archie 


EXCL - WestWorld War
II! Thandie Newton,
Rodrigo Santoro and
extras dressed as Nazi
generals film season
three in Spain, and give
viewers a sneak peek


Taylor Swift says the
'most important
message' behind upbeat
new single Me! is to
show she's now
'heading in a different
direction musically'


David Tennant reveals
he's expecting his
FIFTH child with wife
Georgia Moffett
Already have children Ty,
Olive, Wilfred and Doris
together


Sir Cliff Richard
abandons Britain and
moves to New York after
legal battle over false
child sex abuse
allegations
Moving away 


David Beckham pays
tribute to wife Victoria
as he says 'there will
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only be one Posh' as
The Spice Girls share
first group shot on
stage in Dublin 


Love & Hip Hop star
Remy Ma is arraigned
for 'punching  cast mate
in face' with just three
months left on parole
for shooting a girlfriend
TWICE in 2007


Cuba Gooding Jr.
reveals he was at the
hospital with John
Singleton when he died:
'I got the opportunity to
tell him I love him'
Tough time


Olivia Culpo flaunts
her amazing figure in a
lace fishtail gown as
she attends Sibyl
Premiere at the Cannes
Film Festival
Wow


Mama June is rushed
to the hospital after
losing feeling in her
hand during - but her
boyfriend Geno thinks
she wants 'to go to get
sympathy'


 Stacey Solomon's
sister reveals her son
'FLEW out of her' as
presenter shares new
breastfeeding snap...
(but misses her own
baby shower)


Luann de Lesseps
looks strained in the
Hamptons as she is
seen for the first time
since being handcuffed
in court for violating her
probation


The Cure perform
during spectacular Vivid
show in Sydney to
celebrate 30th
anniversary of their
landmark album
Disintegration


Sonic the Hedgehog
movie delayed by three
months as director
announces he needs
more time to make the
character 'just right'
after backlash


Shocked Charlotte
Crosby rushes out of
her £1m Newcastle
home barefoot after
lorry accidentally
crashes into her front
gates


Wendy Williams heads
into business meeting
wearing Bryce Vine
sweatshirt... as cheating
ex Kevin accuses her of
'poisoning relationship
with their son'
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Love birds! Hugh
Jackman, 50, and wife
Deborra-Lee Furness,
63, wrap up their stay in
Paris with a day date at
the Jardin Louis Vuitton
Foundation


Chloe Ferry and ex
Sam Gowland looked
close during Magaluf
holiday... as claims
emerge he invited an
18-year-old back to
hotel hours after split


Hear'Say enjoy mini
reunion as Suzanne
Shaw and Noel Sullivan
attend press night
together... 19 years after
rising to fame on
Popstars


Adam Levine
'infuriated NBC execs'
with dismal Upfronts
performance and
complained he didn't
like show format before
sudden exit from Voice


Khloe Kardashian
cuddles True in
flashback picture... as
her breakdown over
cheating Tristan
Thompson plays out on
KUWTK 


Lady Victoria Hervey,
42, suffers a wardrobe
malfunction as she
flashes her knickers
through her semi-sheer
white sequined gown in
Monaco


Princess Charlotte will
join brother Prince
George at Thomas's
Battersea from
September
Kensington Palace
announced on Friday


Kimberley Garner
goes braless in
unbuttoned white shirt
and skinny jeans as
Cannes Film Festival
comes to a close
Chilling


Found a new breakfast
spot? Jools Oliver
grabs food from Gail's
with daughter Daisy, 16,
after the shock collapse
of husband Jamie's
restaurant chain


Makeup-free Jennifer
Lawrence shields her
designer purse from the
rain as she steps out in
New York City in a low-
key look
Keeping it casual


Moby reveals he fed
underage Christina
Ricci glasses of
champagne at his hotel
room claiming he dated
her, Natalie Portman
and Lana del Rey


Kelly Osbourne dazzles
in a polka dot blouse
and wide-leg trousers
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as she joins boyfriend
Jimmy Q at the Chelsea
Flower Show


A Princess Diana
moment! Melania battles
the wind ahead of flight
to Japan, as she pays
tribute to American
culture in a $3,900
Calvin Klein dress


Harrison Ford insists
Chris Pratt will NOT
inherit his Indiana
Jones role adding he is
the ONLY actor who can
play the hero: 'When I'm
gone, he's gone'


Emily Ratajkowski
wears casual stripy
outfit to walk puppy
Colombo with her
husband Sebastian
Bear-McClard
Date 


Pregnant Myleene
Klass, 41, displays her
baby bump in a flowing
red dress as she leaves
the Global Radio
studios
Bumping along


The new Baby Spice!
Original Spice Girls fans
bring their children to
the group's comeback
tour as fever grips
Dublin ahead of reunion
gig


Sam Taylor-Johnson,
52, and husband Aaron,
28, rock coordinating
looks as they step out
hand-in-hand in New
York City
Happy couple


Prince Harry is in his
element on horseback
as he competes in the
Sentebale Polo Cup in
Rome - but there's no
sign of Meghan and
baby Archie


Holly Willoughby pays
tribute to her glamorous
lookalike mum on her
71st birthday... as fans
go wild over her VERY
youthful appearance 
Special day


Milla Jovovich dazzles
in an off-the-shoulder
gown as she walks
Cannes red carpet...
after revealing she had
an emergency abortion
Elegant


Backstreet Boy Nick
Carter announces wife
Lauren Kitt is
pregnant... eight months
after fitness guru's
miscarriage
Happy news
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Emma Thompson, 60,
is having an identity
crisis nearly 30 years
after fame hit with
Howards End: 'The
eternal question is who
am I?'


Jamie Oliver calls in
renovators at his
£6million Essex
mansion - days after
announcing collapse of
his restaurant empire
with 1,300 jobs at risk


Lizzie Cundy
continues to dish the
dirt on trying to set up
Meghan Markle and
Ashley Cole... as she
reveals she met Simon
Cowell on the toilet 


Geordie Shore's
Sophie Kasaei flashes
major underboob in a
skimpy black bikini
during a photoshoot in
Ibiza... after promoting
body confidence


 Kimberley Garner
puts on a dazzling
display in stunning
embellished fairytale
gown at the It Must Be
Heaven premiere in
Cannes


Winnie Harlow flashes
her washboard abs in a
tiny pink velour crop top
and shorts before
slipping into an animal
print suit in Cannes
Twice as nice


Seann Walsh
passionately kisses
Katya Jones lookalike
girlfriend Grace
Adderley... seven
months after Strictly
cheating scandal


Mark Wright reunites
with James Argent as
he parties in Spain...
before ringing in fourth
wedding anniversary
without wife Michelle
Keegan 


Rachel Weisz carries
her baby daughter at
Heathrow... as husband
Daniel Craig is set to
undergoo ankle surgery
after painful fall on
Bond set


Amber Heard signs
autographs as she
lands back in Los
Angeles after dazzling
at Cannes Film Festival
After stunning in a range
of haute couture outfits


Sheridan Smith insists
she hasn't married
Jamie Horn in awkward
interview... as she sets
her sights on a wedding
cruise
Wore two rings


He's got his hands full!
James Middleton
balances a takeaway
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coffee and a bag of
baked goods as he
takes his dogs for a
stroll in Chelsea


Olivia Culpo shows off
her ripped tummy in a
skimpy frilly bandeau
top as she parties on a
luxury yacht in Saint
Tropez
Glamorous


Dani Dyer wears bold
statement jacket
emblazoned with the
words 'I want it, I got it'
as she strolls around
Essex with her makeup
artist best friend


Hilary Duff is a
goddess in gold gown
and black jacket while
filming wedding scene
on set of comedy series
Younger
Golden girl


Kourtney Kardashian
reveals her toned frame
as she strips NAKED for
shoot... before getting
into blazing row with
sister Kendall Jenner on
KUWTK 


Hayden Panettiere's
friends are 'relieved
Brian Hickerson can't
contact her'... after
judge prevented him
coming within 100 yards
of her


Chrissy Teigen admits
she felt 'embarrassed'
by her postpartum
depression diagnosis
and details her teenage
mental health battles
Opening up 


 Bella Hadid,
Josephine Skriver and
Adriana Lima lead the
host of off-duty beauties
preparing for Cannes
Film Festival closing
Heading home


Teresa Giudice's
daughter Gia, 18,
sparkles in her prom
dress after news that
dad Joe can stay in the
US while battling
deportation


 Taylor Swift comes
face-to-face with ex Joe
Jonas' new wife Sophie
Turner on The Graham
Norton Show... after
apologising for taking a
dig at her man


Kim Kardashian
displays her waist on
date with Kanye West
after welcoming
Psalm... amid reports
their childcare is
$1million a YEAR


Lily-Rose Depp goes
makeup free in baggy
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jeans as the 19-year-
old model runs errands
in Los Angeles
Keeping it casual for her
outing 


Rod Stewart, 74, puts
on a wild display as he
marks Tramp's 50th
anniversary... with
Michael Caine, 86, and
Joan Collins, 86, joining
in the raucous nostalgia


 Katie Price looks
happy with Kris Boyson
as she celebrates her
41st birthday with
children Junior, 13, and
Princess, 11, after her
recent facelift 


Catherine Zeta-Jones,
49, looks ageless as she
poses with her new
Casa Zeta Jones
summer home
collection: 'I'm back!'
Latest venture


'All is fair in war and
war': Drake fires back at
daughter of Bucks co-
owner on Instagram
after she trolled him by
wearing T-shirt featuring
rival rapper Pusha T 


Karrueche Tran flaunts
toned tummy in snaps
from her sun-soaked
Caribbean birthday
celebrations
Enjoyed a trip to Mustique


Tara Reid rocks a
cream latex mini and fur
coat as she enjoys a
cigarette on dinner date
with mystery man
Made a chic arrival in
Beverly Hills


Sophie Turner goes
braless as she joins
glamorous Jessica
Chastain and X-Men:
Dark Phoenix co-stars
to film The Late Late
Show on a London bus


Ronaldo accused of
promoting £350 fitness
sham: Abdominal belt
endorsed by footballer
'does nothing to give
users rock-hard abs',
experts say


Zoe Kravitz looks
leggy as she films new
series High Fidelity in
NYC after secretly
marrying fiance Karl
Glusman
Newlywed


George and
Charlotte's secret
playdate: Kate returned
to her woodland
playground for one last
adventure before end of
Chelsea Flower Show
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EXCL: 'I want Matt
Damon to play me!'
NASCAR champ Dale
Earnhardt Jr. reveals 
biopic choice and how
he quit smoking after
wife threatened to leave 


Kate Wright shares
busty snap while
working on secret
project... as adoring
fiancé Rio Ferdinand
voices his appreciation
with cheeky comment 


Southern Charm's
fiery exes Kathryn
Dennis and Thomas
Ravenel reunite for
daughter's preschool
graduation 
Reunited


Bella Hadid shares
topless bathroom video
while rocking thong
bottoms and a Burberry
towel over her damp
tresses
Bathroom video


EXCL: Kanye West's
charity Donda's House -
created to honor late
mother - barely made
$65,000 in four years -
less than cost of FIVE
pairs of Yeezy sneakers


Frankie Essex
displays her sensational
curves in a plunging
leopard print bikini as
she tops up her tan in
Tenerife
Looking good


Shanina Shaik oozes
elegance as she goes
braless in a plunging
checked trouser suit
during a sun-drenched
stroll through Cannes
Bold look


Sylvester Stallone cuts
a casual figure at the
Rambo V: Last Blood
photocall in Cannes
whilst his wife Jennifer
Flavin and daughter
Sistine relax in style


Bella Thorne struts out
of designer boutique in
thigh-skimming mini
dress during shopping
spree with pals
Splashed out in West
Hollywood on Thursday


Renée Zellweger
reveals her legs in black
minidress and thigh-
split gown ... as she
discusses her affinity
with Judy Garland
ahead of biopic


Tulisa is pictured
leaving the MTV studios
wearing casual workout
gear as she continues
to promote her solo
material 
Former N-Dubz star


Victoria Beckham posts
tribute to her ex Spice
Girls bandmates before
reunion tour... as
husband David adds
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'there will only ever be
one Posh Spice'


Amanda Holden puts
on an edgy display in a
tough leather jacket for
radio appearance...
before BGT judge heads
home on a motorbike
Looking good


Gary Barlow, 48, sends
fans wild with a video of
his lookalike son Daniel,
18, as they lift weights
in a gruelling garden
workout
Seeing double


Marie Osmond asks
fans to pray for her
baby granddaughter as
the newborn is rushed
into intensive care
Had been taken straight
to the ICU


Daniel Craig appears
pained on Bond 25 set
at Pinewood studios as
he is seen for the first
time since injuring his
ankle while filming in
Jamaica


Sylvester Stallone
reveals he kept Rocky's
two turtles Cuff and
Link from iconic 70s
movie... and they are
still alive and an
incredible 44 years old


Manchester United
star Luke Shaw reveals
he is expecting his first
child with
girlfriend Anouska
Santos
Happy news


Kylie Jenner admits
Jordyn Woods 'f*cked
up' as Khloe Kardashian
has a breakdown over
cheating scandal in new
KUWTK trailer 
Upset


 Stacey Solomon gives
birth to a baby boy 'a lot
earlier than planned' as
boyfriend Joe Swash
reveals gender in sweet
early-morning post-birth
snap


Chernobyl viewers are
left in shock as
EastEnders Trevor
Morgan star Alex Ferns
goes FULLY NUDE in
the gritty Sky Atlantic
drama


Avengers: Endgame
rakes in $2.6 billion
worldwide but STILL fell
short of box office
predictions
The film has been a
phenomenal success


Richard Madden reveals
he nearly became
homeless before
landing life-changing
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064213/Stacey-Solomon-gives-birth-baby-thanks-love-life-Joe-Swash.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7067309/Chernobyl-viewers-left-shock-EastEnders-Trevor-Morgan-star-Alex-Ferns-goes-FULLY-NUDE.html
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Game Of Thrones role
Humble beginnings


Game Of Thrones star
Charles Dance admits
he was 'CONFUSED' by
the explosive season
eight finale and watched
'as much as he could'    
Opening up


Emily Atack shares a
kiss with beau Rob
Jowers as he supports
the star on closing night
of her one-woman show
The pair were inseparable
on Thursday


Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley puts on a
stylish display in an all-
black ensemble as she
enjoys a girls night out
at a sushi restaurant in
Los Angeles


Kendall Jenner vamps
it up in a leggy black
gown before switching
to a tiger-print dress as
she leads the stars at
the amfAR Cinema
Against AIDS after-party


Chloe Sevigny wows
in eccentric puffed
sleeve gown and moon-
print tights as she
attends Cannes
photocall
Bold sartorial display 


Kimberley Garner
leaves little to the
imagination as she goes
underwear-free in a
sheer gown at the
amfAR Gala afterparty
in Cannes


Antonio Banderas, 58,
looks suave in a white
tuxedo as he
passionately kisses
glamorous girlfriend
Nicole Kimpel, 38, at the
amfAR after party


MORE DON'T MISS
Alicia Vikander shows
off her bronzed
physique as she strips
down to a tiny black
bikini on board a yacht
in Ibiza
Living it up
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Stella Maxwell exudes
glamour in a stunning
ice blue gown as she
leads the model arrivals
alongside Elsa Hosk
and Martha Hunt at
amfAR Gala in Cannes


Dua Lipa sparkles in
scarlet holographic
corset dress and
diamonds as she
attends the amfAR after
party in Cannes
Glamorous display


 Do Ya Think I'm Sexy?
Rod Stewart, 74, flaunts
his derrière with wife
Penny Lancaster, 48, as
they attend Tramp
nightclub's star-studded
50th anniversary bash 


Jesy Nelson entertains
her band mates with a
male stripper as she
gives a glimpse inside
her home whilst
attempting a Come Dine
With Me experience


Kendall Jenner shows
off her model figure in a
pink ballgown as she
joins Eva Longoria and
Adriana Lima for
amfAR's 26th Cinema
Against AIDS Gala


Donna Air dazzles in
polka dots as she looks
totally enamoured with
property developer
boyfriend Ben
Carrington for swanky
date night


Kim Kardashian
shares pictures of her
day at Disneyland with
Saint and North... two
weeks after welcoming
baby Psalm
Happy family 


Chloe Sims sparks
reunion rumours with 
Dan Edgar as they jet to
Ibiza... a day after ex
Amber Turner's steamy
display with waste
management mogul


Game of Thrones star
Emilia Clarke turned
down Fifty Shades of
Grey because she's
'sick and tired' of being
asked about nudity
Fed up


Alicia Vikander and
Lily James get hitched
in 25th anniversary
sequel to Four
Weddings And A
Funeral
I do


Adam Levine is leaving
The Voice at the end of
season 16 as Blake
Shelton's girlfriend
Gwen Stefani returns for
season 17 Carson Daly
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shares


Denise Richards steps
out with husband Aaron
Hypers and daughter
Eloise... after revealing
Charlie Sheen brought a
hooker to Thanksgiving
Happy couple


Love Island's Jess
Shears covers her
blossoming baby bump
in a tuxedo dress as
pregnant star arrives at
clothing line launch with
husband Dom Lever


Heidi Klum, 45, flaunts
her cleavage in a lace
jumpsuit as she shares
a tender kiss with her
fiancé Tom Kaulitz, 29,
at Germany's Next Top
Model live final


Emily Ratajkowski
slips on fitted nude
dress after rocking
biker shorts and
oversized tee while
walking her puppy
Colombo 


EXCLUSIVE: Amir
Khan's parents say
boxer hasn't spoken
them for SIX MONTHS -
and blame his
'controlling' wife Faryal
Makhdoom


Royal Family Twitter
account makes a VERY
awkward typo in a post
about 'Princess Eugene'
- after naming Kate and
William as Archie's
parents


Rita Ora's 'jewellery
worth $4MILLION was
LEFT on a plane by a
courier who was jetting
the diamonds out to her'
to wear during Cannes
Film Festival


Emmerdale viewers
left 'broken' as Lisa
Dingle dies in
heartbreaking scenes
just hours after
marrying Zak Dingle
Emotional


Britain's Got Talent
spin-off show The
Champions will 'only
pay for stars expenses
to appear... leaving
some contestants
furious'


Joan Collins, 85, cuts
the cake at Tramp
nightclub's 50th
anniversary party as
she's joined by husband
Percy Gibson, 54, at the
glitzy bash


Kendall Jenner shows
her ex Ben Simmons
what he's missing as
she soaks up the
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Cannes sunshine in a
flirty pink minidress
Strike a pose


The Spice Girls set to
do the 'right thing' and
pay tribute to absent
Victoria Beckham
during their comeback
tour
Viva Forever


Michael Caine, 85,
returns to Tramp
nightclub with his wife
Shakira, 75... 48 years
after they met at
legendary London
venue


Kit Harington
serenades Rose Leslie
with Wilding song
during Game Of
Thrones skit on Red
Nose Day
Sweet moment


Jessica Alba beams
with son, 1, as she
proudly shows off
Beverly Hills mansion
after 18-month complete
renovation: 'This is our
dream house!'


Andrew Garfield is a
blond bombshell as he
debuts new hair color
on casual Los Angeles
outing
Revealed a new look on
Thursday


Peter Andre, 46, and
his wife Emily
MacDonagh, 29, dress
to impress for their
second Buckingham
Palace garden party of
the week


TOWIE's Harry Lee
hints his relationship
with co-star Chloe
Brockett is FAKED for
the cameras... days
after couple confirm
romance


Richard Madden
warned his mum about
Rocketman nude scene
after failing to alert her
to Bodyguard sex
scenes
Embarrassed 


Gigi Hadid cuts a chic
figure in bodysuit and
trousers while stepping
out in New York City
Caught the eye as she
stepped out in the Big
Apple on Thursday 


Hilary Duff sports a
phallic-shaped balloon
on her head as she
films hilarious
bachelorette party
scene for Younger's
sixth season


Surf's up! Liam
Hemsworth flaunts his
ripped physique while
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7065339/Gigi-Hadid-cuts-chic-figure-bodysuit-trousers-stepping-New-York-City.html
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catching waves in
Byron Bay during a
family holiday
Shirtless star


Caroline Flack puts on
a stylish display in a
black mini dress as she
reunites with pal Iain
Stirling ahead of Love
Island launch at her
clothing line bash


Cristiano Ronaldo 'to
be served summons to
face rape allegations'
after lawyers finally
track down Juventus
striker's Italian address 
Legal woes


Harrison Ford pays
tribute to Star Wars co-
star Peter Mayhew and
talks the legacy of
Indiana Jones on The
Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon


'I will miss him
terribly': Heartbroken
Olivia Newton-John
reveals her brother
Hugh has died 'after
many years of decline'
Distraught 


BAZ BAMIGBOYE: So
what's Jessica
Chastain's superpower?
The force of female fury!
Plays an emotionless
alien in X-Men movie


Chris Pratt sweetly
kisses fiancee
Katherine
Schwarzenegger as the
couple take his son
Jack bike riding
Engaged in January


Mischa Barton 'fought
tooth and nail' for
Marissa Cooper to die
on The O.C. ... as she
plans her return to
television with MTV's
revival of The Hills


Tyra Banks channels
Wonder Woman with
empowering message...
after covering SI
Swimsuit 22 years after
her last appearance for
the magazine


Zoe Ball takes a day
off from her radio show
to mourn her late
partner Billy Yates on
the two-year
anniversary of his
funeral


Rihanna shows off her
fashion credentials in
khaki mini-skirt and
oversized jacket at
Fenty clothing launch in
Paris
Edgy
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Paris Jackson rocks
flared jeans while
stepping out with
boyfriend Gabriel Glenn
in Beverly Hills
Caught the eye as she
stepped out on Thursday


Mila Kunis and Ashton
Kutcher coordinate in
denim during casual
outing in West
Hollywood
Went ultra-casual on
Thursday


Rocket powered romp!
BRIAN VINER enjoys an
exhilarating romp
through Elton John's
evolution from honky
tonk pianist to global
superstar


Britney Spears takes
boyfriend Sam Asghari
for a spin in Mercedes
Benz Coupe amid
conservatorship fight
The pop star was behind
the wheel


Kelly Clarkson leads
team to win for charity
over Sean Hayes and
his squad on Hollywood
Game Night
Won money for Red Nose
Day on Thursday


Ringo Starr, 78, steps
out with wife Barbara
Bach, 71, to support LA
premiere for music
documentary Echo In
the Canyon
Beatles legend


BAZ BAMIGBOYE:
How Victoria Beckham
saved the day with a
Posh frock
Beckham helped out
actress Debbie
Honeywood 


George Clooney talks
new Hulu series Catch-
22 and the crash that
made him quit riding
motorcycles in candid
new interview
In conversation


Justin Bieber and his
wife Hailey Baldwin stop
for tea in West
Hollywood... as the
singer's new song
climbs pop charts
Casual date


Ferne McCann makes
a statement in tangerine
minidress after detailing
her experience with
'soul-destroying' reality
TV
Out and about 


Alex Jones is seen for
the first time since
giving birth to her
second son Kit... after
revealing she's
'besotted' with the new
arrival


Pointless host Richard
Osman sells the rights
for his detective novel
for £1.1MILLION after
writing it in secret in the
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7065111/George-Clooney-talks-new-Hulu-series-Catch-22-crash-quit-motorcycles.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064803/Justin-Bieber-wife-Hailey-Bieber-stop-tea-Justins-new-song-climbs-pop-charts.html
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biggest deal for a
debut book in a decade 


Dakota Johnson keeps
warm in a cozy sweater
with trendy denim and
cream hued bottoms as
she treats herself to a
visit to the nail salon
Pampering session


Cardi B says she's 'not
doing a TV show' amid
reports she's headed to
the small screen after
filing for trademark
Got her start on VH1
series Love & Hip Hop 


'Grateful for my
friends and family!'
Rebel Wilson reunites
with her actor ex-
boyfriend Mickey Gooch
Jr. at amfAR charity
gala in Cannes


Megan Fox 'didn't
know' Beverly Hills,
90210 when she met
Brian Austin Green and
STILL has not seen it
Hasn't watched the show
to date


Welcome to Cannes'
RED HOT carpet CLUB!
Scarlet dresses, slits to
the thigh... Nicole
Kidman kicked it off, but
as A-list flash more
flesh, is it too far?


Will Britons really pay
£4,500 for Gwynnie's
Wellness Weekender?
US fans have lapped it
up, and now the star's
roadshow is heading to
London


Olivia Culpo stuns in a
silver strapless gown
with a flowing train as
she commands the
carpet at the amfAR
gala at Cannes
Stunning


Nina Dobrev exudes
Old Hollywood glamour
in classic black gown
while dripping with
jewels at Cannes amfAR
gala
Beauty


Padma Lakshmi
flaunts figure in clingy
blue dress as she
headlines Ondyn
Jewelry Collection
launch in NYC
Dark-haired beauty


Hilaria Baldwin steps
out in a bright floral
dress as she hosts a tea
party in New York
Attended the English tea
party in honor of My 1st
Years


Jordin Sparks reveals
she felt 'so lonely' after
birth of her son as she
discusses her
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postpartum
depression struggle
Candid


Khloe Kardashian
gushes over daughter
True saying she 'thanks
God every day' for her...
as she continues to
freeze out love rat
Tristan Thompson


JAN MOIR: Find self-
service tills a struggle,
ma'am? Try my Royal
guide to modern
menaces
Unexpected item in the
hand-bagging area


Margot Robbie, Leo
DiCaprio and Brad Pitt
SQUIRM during
EXTREME close ups
amid Cannes standing
ovation for Once Upon
A Time In Hollywood 


Natalie Dormer cuts a
stylish figure in a
cream-coloured blazer
and wide-leg trousers
as she attends
nightclub bash
GOT star


Emma Watson's
mystery male
companion is revealed
to be Alicia Keys'
brother Cole Cook after
actress was pictured
with entrepreneur 


Pamela Anderson, 51,
looks glamorous in pale
pink ruffle gown as she
showers son Brandon,
22, in kisses at amfAR
Gala in Cannes
Family outing 


EXCLUSIVE: Inside the
stunning seven bed
London mansion 'Bad
Girl Ri Ri' is renting for
£16k-a-week - and star
has been secretly living
there for A YEAR 


Ellen DeGeneres adds
to her impressive real
estate portfolio and
purchases Adam
Levine's massive
Beverly Hills mansion
for $45million


Danny DeVito fans
petition for him to take
over for Hugh Jackman
as Wolverine in Marvel
Cinematic Universe
(and it has over 25K
signatures)


'It's a very impressive
story': Olivia Newton-
John's husband John
Easterling says she is
'doing extraordinarily
well' as she battles
cancer for third time 


Dua Lipa puts on
showstopping display in
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dramatic ruffled red
gown as she attends the
amFAR Cannes Gala in
style
Striking 


Olivia Wilde
commands attention in
leopard print dress
while promoting new
film Booksmart on Late
Night with Seth Meyers 
Engaging sight


Chrissy Teigen shares
video of their pet
hamster Peanut Butter
eating lettuce out of her
daughter Luna's hand
She's previously lost her
tiny pet twice


Will Arnett's new
girlfriend is named as
PR director Alessandra
Brawn after they were
spotted kissing
New York-based
Alessandra Brawn


Bitter sweet victory!
The Verve star Richard
Ashcroft thanks Sir
Mick Jagger and Keith
Richards for finally
giving him the full rights
to his biggest hit


Jon Hamm and a
monk-like Nick
Offerman hit the red
carpet at Good Omens
screening in New York
City
Prayers are answered


Dionne Warwick thinks
Beyonce has 'a long
road ahead' to become
an icon but 'can
appreciate her talent'
The 78-year-old singing
sensation


Abominable trailer
takes a young girl on an
adventure from
Shanghai to the
Himalayas with a
magical Yeti
First clip


Piers Morgan shows
off his dance moves
backstage with One
Show presenters
Angela Scanlon and
Matt Baker during
Mumford & Sons set


Alicia Keys showcases
her glowing skin as the
singer gushes over her
'beautiful blended
family' in Essence
magazine 
Stunning 


Kim Kardashian
shares pictures of
shirtless Kanye West as
she gets nostalgic
about their wedding five
years ago 
Reminiscing 
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Mariah Carey stuns in
cleavage-baring black
dress as she performs
at the amfAR Cannes
Gala 2019... after
skipping the red carpet
Taking to the mic


Gentleman Jack will
RETURN for a second
series as Suranne
Jones is branded
'inspirational' by
viewers for performance
as 'first modern lesbian'


TOWIE's Amber Turner
shows off her bikini
body while getting up
close and personal with
new man on a yacht in
Ibiza... following end to
Dan Edgar reunion


Peep Show star
Sophie Winkleman
confesses to feeling the
jitters at the wedding of
her sister-in-law, Lady
Gabriella Windsor


Jools Oliver looks
strained as she steps
out two days after the
shock collapse of
husband Jamie's
restaurant chain 
Unhappy


Chloe Ferry PIC EXCL:
Newly-single star VERY
worse-for-wear as she
suffers wardrobe
malfunction staggering
out of Marnie Simpson's
gender reveal bash 


Sophie Turner gets a
hair makeover with a
new fringe as she glams
up with X-Men Dark
Phoenix co-star Jessica
Chastain for The
Graham Norton Show 


Harvey Weinstein
'reaches tentative
$44million
compensation deal with
his victims' 
Accused him of sexual
misconduc


Will Smith hilariously
shames his son Jaden,
20, for being an HOUR
late to support him at
the Aladdin premiere in
Hollywood 
Fashionably late


CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV: The moral of
the story is... never
ignore a lion with
toothache!


Chrissy Teigen will
play a judge for the new
reality TV show
Chrissy's Court
alongside her
mother Vilailuck who
serves as bailiff


Millie Bobby Brown
gives an impressive
rendition of Amy
Winehouse hit after
revealing late singer
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7062911/Jools-Oliver-looks-strained-steps-shock-collapse-Jamies-restaurant-chain.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7063517/Chloe-Ferry-EXC-Newly-single-star-appears-worse-wear-star-Marnie-Simpsons-gender-bash.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064097/Sophie-Turner-gets-hair-makeover-new-blunt-fringe-Graham-Norton-filming.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7065303/Harvey-Weinstein-reaches-tentative-44million-compensation-deal-victims.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064603/Will-Smith-hilariously-shames-son-Jaden-HOUR-late-Aladdin-premiere.html
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was her 'favorite'
Talented


Olivia Wilde looks like
she means business as
she steps out in sassy
suit to promote
Booksmart in New York
City
Elegant as ever


Kim Kardashian's son
Psalm does not have a
middle name and was
welcomed by the family
doctor, his birth
certificate reveals
Fourth child


Now THAT'S rock 'n'
roll! Shanina Shaik goes
braless in a completely
sheer gown as she
strums a bass guitar at
amfAR Cannes gala
fashion show


Bradley Cooper is the
picture of cool in black
varsity jacket as he
catches up with A Star
Is Born co-star Rafi
Gavron
Stepping out


Kendall Jenner shows
little sign of heartache
as she sunbathes in
Cannes... after splitting
from basketball player
beau Ben Simmons


Confirmed! Tyson
Fury's younger brother
Tommy IS going on this
year's ITV hit show Love
Island (and he is on his
way to the Mallorca villa
right now)


BAZ BAMIGBOYE:
Matt's the One to join
the kings and queens of
panto at the Palladium
Will join Paul O'Grady and
Julian Clary in Goldilocks 


Marnie Simpson PIC
EXCL: Pregnant star
shows off bump with
beau Casey Johnson as
they are supported by
reality TV co-stars at
gender reveal bash


Lauren Goodger PIC
EXCLUSIVE: Star makes
a VERY bleary-eyed exit
from Marnie Simpson's
gender reveal bash...
after 'signing up to
Celebs Go Dating'


Kimberley Garner
makes VERY dramatic
entrance in white caped
gown as she joins
elegant Jasmine Tookes
at The Traitor premiere
at Cannes Film Festival 


Millie Bobby Brown
announces she has
obtained driver's
license as she posts
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7063709/Lauren-Goodger-makes-bleary-eyed-exit-Marnie-Simpsons-gender-reveal-bash.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7063565/Kimberley-Garner-looks-ethereal-storms-red-carpet-alongside-Victoria-Hervey-Cannes.html
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photo of herself
behind the wheel:
'Watch out cuz MBB is
on the road'


Georgia Toffolo looks
lovely in flirty white
dress as she attends
fashion bash... after
calling for Boris
Johnson to be next
Prime Minister


Ex-TOWIE star Jasmin
Walia shows off her
slender figure in
skintight scarlet dress
at India Cricket Heroes
event
Dressed to impress


Kourtney Kardashian
says her friendly
relationship with ex
Scott Disick and his
girlfriend Sofia Richie is
the 'thing is she most
proud of' 


Ivor Novello Awards
2019: Richard Ashcroft
scoops outstanding
contribution prize...
after regaining rights to
Bittersweet Symphony
from The Rolling Stones


Pink steps out with
two-year-old son
Jameson Moon while
wearing a Looney Tunes
T-shirt and 80s inspired
red parachute pants
Sweet


Cheryl Burke is a
beautiful bride in a crisp
white dress as she
marries Matthew
Lawrence in San Diego
Said 'I do' in a romantic
ceremony


Rebel Wilson looks
beautiful in blue as she
graces the red carpet at
the amfAR's 26th
Cinema Against AIDS
Gala in Cannes
Bold and bright 


Milla Jovovich stuns in
white gown at amfAR
Gala at Cannes Film
Festival... as she is seen
for first time since
sharing harrowing
abortion story


Nickelodeon's Henry
Danger star Michael D.
Cohen reveals he is
transgender: 'I can't
stay silent'
43-year-old actor was
'misgendered at birth' 


Winnie Harlow catches
the eye in embellished
leaf print dress with
dramatic tulle skirt on
the Cannes' amFAR
Gala red carpet
Turning heads


Kris Jenner, 63, cuts a
chic figure in white silk
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064267/Pink-steps-two-year-old-son-Jameson-Moon-wearing-red-parachute-pants.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7065275/Cheryl-Burke-beautiful-bride-crisp-white-dress-marries-Matthew-Lawrence.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064339/Rebel-Wilson-looks-beautiful-blue-amfAR-Gala-Cannes.html
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064349/Nickelodeons-Henry-Danger-star-Michael-D-Cohen-reveals-transgender-stay-silent.html
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suit as she joins
boyfriend Corey
Gamble, 38, at the
amfAR Cannes Gala
Date night


Izabel Goulart leaves
little to the imagination
in a daring cut-out silver
gown at the amfAR's
26th Cinema Against
AIDS Gala in Cannes
Stunning


You Can Leave Your
Hat On: Sir Tom Jones,
78, goes shirtless and
wears a backwards cap
as he tops up that tan at
Eden Roc
Relaxing in style


Star Trek: Picard
releases first teaser
trailer with Patrick
Stewart tending to his
vineyard as he is asked
why he left the Starfleet
Sneak peek


Hayley Tamaddon
accidentally reveals the
gender of her unborn
baby live on TV as she
discusses her 'miracle'
pregnancy at 42 
On Thursday's Lorraine


From The Clash to The
Wind In The Willows:
Sounds mad? But the
Waterboys make this
kaleidoscope of styles
into a masterclass, says
ADRIAN THRILLS


Allison Williams steps
out in THREE super
stylish outfits in New
York as she promotes
Netflix horror flick The
Perfection
Elegant


Kim Kardashian and
Kanye West 'trademark
Psalm's name' so he
can brand products...
even though he's only
two weeks old
Business savvy 


Jaden Smith soars
through a pink cloud
while strapped in wire
rig on the set of new
music video for his
album Erys
New heights


Charlie Sheen says
Denise Richards' story
that he brought a
'hooker' to
Thanksgiving 'is
absolutely true'
Badly behaved


Cristiano Ronaldo
checks out the action at
the Monaco Grand Prix
with his girlfriend
Georgina Rodriguez and
son Cristiano Jr
Family fun
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064933/From-Clash-Wind-Willows-Sounds-mad-masterclass-says-ADRIAN-THRILLS.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7064305/Allison-Williams-steps-two-super-stylish-outfits-promotes-Netflix-show.html
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Sarah Jessica Parker
shows off her jean-ius
style as she does spot
of shopping in rolled-up
denim and glittering
kitten heels
Stepping out 


Buffy The Vampire
Slayer star Kristy
Swanson claims she got
a 'death threat' after
being cast as FBI lover
Lisa Page in pro-Trump
play 


Kate Beckinsale STILL
hasn't finalised divorce
from Len Wiseman three
years on from their
split... as exes are
ordered to appear in
court  in July


Leonardo DiCaprio
and Orlando Bloom put
on dapper display in
suits and shades as
they bring bromance to
the And We Go Green
premiere in Cannes 


Brooklyn Beckham
appears all partied out
after three-day Cannes
trip as girlfriend Hana
Cross helps to guide the
poorly-looking star to
the airport 


Jamie Oliver and wife
Jools boast of their
wealthy lifestyle as they
give a glimpse into their
£8.9million mansion as
his restaurant chain
collapses 


'This really is the final
call': Prince Charles
urges big business to
do a 'great deal more' to
tackle the 'alarming
threat' of climate
change


Michelle Williams
looks chic in a check
skirt while walking her
dog in New York... after
reflecting on the movie
industry post #MeToo
movement


Miley Cyrus poses in
her lacy underwear after
her luggage gets lost as
she travels to the UK
ahead of Radio 1's Big
Weekend
Baggage woes


Leonardo DiCaprio's
girlfriend Camila
Morrone, 21, stuns in a
plunging Grecian-
inspired dress as she
boards yacht with the
actor, 44, in Cannes


Love Island's Alex
George admits he
wanted therapy after
appearing on the reality
show to cope with
dealing with social
media


Queen, 93, is shown her
British Airways ticket
from her 1953 trip to
Jamaica - but admits
her 266 official overseas
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visits get 'a bit
muddled' in her memory


PICTURED: Luann De
Lesseps handcuffed in
court and taken into
custody after violating
her probation by testing
positive for alcohol
Handcuffed


Jill Zarin says limited
exposure on Real
Housewives of New
York City makes her 'a
little sad' as cast rebuffs
her birthday party invite
Opening up 


Real Housewives of
New York stars Ramona
Singer and Dorinda
Medley hit the red
carpet at the opening of
Marbles Downtown NYC
Stepping out


Jonas Brothers reveal
there was an emotional
strain between them
when they split and they
couldn't communicate
in 'healthy' way
Creative differences


No slowing down! The
Queen, 93, has her
busiest week of 2019,
attending FIVE
engagements in just six
days - including a royal
wedding


Susanna Reid recalls
the heroic moment she
saved a baby's life...
just WEEKS after Dr.
Hilary showed her how
to stop children choking
Heroic 


Hilary Duff puts her
city girl style on display
in two different outfits
as she films Younger
wearing PVC trousers
and tiny black shorts
Out and about


In her element! Zara
Tindall looks thrilled to
be taking the reins
again as she competes
in a dressage event at
the Houghton horse
trials in Norfolk 


'I want to go so badly':
Chrissy Teigen keen to
attend Kanye West's
Sunday Service - but
John Legend's The
Voice schedule has
stopped them


Sharon Osbourne
breaks down as she
discusses suicide
attempt and reliance on
medication... but Loose
Women apologise after
she swears TWICE  


Laurence Llewelyn-
Bowen EXCLUSIVE: TV
star, 54, reveals Harry
Styles's mum fancies
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-7062625/Zara-looks-thrilled-competes-dressage-event-Houghton-horse-trials-Norfolk.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-7063727/Chrissy-Teigen-confesses-wanting-attend-Kanye-Wests-Sunday-Service.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7062741/Sharon-Osbourne-breaks-tears-discusses-heartbreaking-suicide-attempt.html
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him and discusses his
secret flirty past with
Camilla Parker-Bowles


Sophie Turner looks
sensational in a paisley
print shirt and sleek
trousers as she enjoys
a relaxed outing in
London
Smart look


Caitlyn Jenner dons
same sheer LBD at
diabetes benefit that
she wore to the
Victoria's Secret
Fashion Show in 2015
Stylish


Singer Louise
Redknapp is ordered to
appear in court accused
of running a red light in
her £46,000 Range
Rover
Court date 


Holly Willoughby
dresses for London
sunshine in pretty print
dress as she joins
Phillip Schofield to film
This Morning outside
Seasonal style


A little Twitter bird told
her? Chrissy Teigen
reveals she found out
about her friend Kim
Kardashian's baby
name ONLINE
Awkward


EXCLUSIVE: Wendy
Williams is seen holding
hands with her son in a
show of solidarity two
days after his arrest for
punching her cheating
husband


Shahs Of Sunset: Reza
Farahan apologizes for
leaking texts revealing
Mercedes Javid can't
have more children...
but maintains they 'can
never be friends again' 


Kylie Jenner looks
flawless as she plugs
sister Kim Kardashian's
new wedding makeup
collection... after
launching her own Kylie
Skin line


Ant McPartlin cuts a
casual figure as he
steps out with girlfriend
Anne-Marie Corbett on
scenic dog walk
Looked happier than ever
on Wednesday


Kelly Brook displays
her famous curves in a
duo of VERY sexy
swimsuits for
smouldering new shoot 
Showed off her trademark
figure 


Tamara Ecclestone
exudes elegance in
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7059111/Wendy-Williams-shopping-tell-story-TV-networks-stopped-attending-AA-meetings.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7063773/Reza-Farahan-apologizes-leaking-texts-revealing-Mercedes-Javid-children.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7063285/Kylie-Jenner-looks-flawless-plugs-sister-Kim-Kardashians-new-bridal-makeup-line.html

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7063025/Ant-McPartlin-steps-girlfriend-Anne-Marie-Corbett-country-dog-walk.html
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jungle-themed shirt
dress and nude heels as
she steps out for lunch 
Treated herself to a rare
lunch in Chelsea


Kim Kardashian puts
on a busty display as
she goes braless in a
white tank top while
spending a day at
Disneyland with North
West


Lauren Goodger
sparks concern after
latest snap with pal
Chloe Ferry as fans beg
'unrecognisable' star to
'stop the cosmetic
procedures'


Game of Thrones
behind-the-scenes
photos released ahead
of two-hour
documentary The Last
Watch
Exciting 


Constance Wu dons
leggy look as her Fresh
Off the Boat costar
Randall Park says he's
'thrilled' for renewal
Crazy Rich Asians
actress
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Thrones: It was garbage
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'likes' Instagram post
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cheat' amid marriage
drama with Dan
Osborne


Samia Longchambon
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steps out with her
skater husband Sylvain
in Wilmslow 


Lana Del Rey heads to
church after Moby
dished on their short-
lived romance... as
Justin Bieber keeps it
casual for service in his
clothing range


Bond girl Ana De
Armas steps out on a
girls' lunch date in
Madrid after being
personally handpicked
by Daniel Craig for 007
role 
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to her high-street
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saying Love Island
'shouldn't be made a
scapegoat following
reality star deaths'


Katherine Ryan wows
in lingerie-inspired
camisole with chic pink
overcoat as she sips
cocktails at tequila bash
Paired her outfit with high-
waisted black jeans


Michelle Williams on
how life on set has
changed post the
#MeToo movement: 'You
don't get a morning
grope, you get a
handshake'


Winnie Harlow and
fellow model Cindy
Bruna match in same
colourful print as they
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off Game Of Thrones
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Malin Andersson
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unwinds on chilled-out
holiday in Palma... after
proudly promoting body
confidence 


Billie Faiers shows off
her svelte physique in
skin-tight gym gear as
she joins playsuit-clad
sister Sam on laid-back
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spa day 
Toned and trim 


Jonathan Cheban is
spotted with a pretty
brunette as he lands in
France... before posing
with Maria Grazhina
Chaplin at the Cannes
Film Festival


Today's headlines Most Read
Killer driver is FINALLY unmasked: Police
officers' son, 18, who was spared jail
despite ploughing into and...


Four children whose brothers aged 13 and 14
died in 'poison incident' are released from
hospital - as...


Billionaire Crown Prince of Dubai angers
his neighbours at £75million Surrey estate
after 'installing eight...


The Pope compares abortion to 'hiring a
HITMAN' as he says it can never be
condoned 


Police hunt robber who held knife to
BABY'S throat after his grandmother
refused to hand him her purse 


GP facing the sack for asking a Muslim
woman to lift her veil so he could hear what
was wrong with her...


Mother, 36, who agonised over whether to
have a second child after she was
diagnosed with a brain tumour...


Princess Diana's death crash was NOT an
accident and two cars involved have never
been traced, say American...


Meghan's mission to be Made In Chelsea:
Thought hooking Harry was a happy
coincidence? Her PR advisers and...


A Farage landslide? Millions of ballot boxes
under guard across the UK could give Brexit
Party a historic...


British climber's family pay tribute to
'aspirational adventurer', 44, who 'still had
many more dreams to...


Body of British Armed Forces veteran, 69, is
found 170ft underwater off the coast of Spain
two days after he...


Mel B and Emma Bunton jet into London
as Scary is the ONLY Spice Girl to address
first night criticism... as...


First picture of girl, 17, killed in horror crash
after car she was a passenger in smashed
into a wall - as...


Posh, you were not missed! Desperation,
some critics might say, but not me - for I
was caught up in the...


BGT SPOILER: Theresa May impersonator
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heels and waving EU and UK...


Save on your groceries by FORAGING for
food: Chef picks his own berries, garlic
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One UK fast food chain only gives you 12
chips while another dishes out 152: As the
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And they're off! Race to be new PM
explodes into life as Health Secretary Matt
Hancock becomes the fifth...


Tory leadership hopeful Rory Stewart rules
out serving under Boris Johnson as he
brands No-Deal Brexit...


JAN MOIR: At first, she was valiant. Then
her voice faltered like a plucked
heartstring. Did Mrs May show...


Go easy on the comfort food, Theresa! PM
looks relaxed as she browses her local
Waitrose with husband Phil...


SIMON WALTERS: Boris Johnson is so
flawed, but still the public forgive him 
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Apologising to her loyal staff who told
her not to be sorry: Minute by fateful
minute, this is what the...


DOMINIC SANDBROOK: Friendless.
Tortured. And with her agonising end, Mrs
May's political tragedy was like no...


Why PETER OBORNE believes Theresa
May will rise from the ashes... because unlike
her predecessors she’ll...


'Oh crikey!' New footage shows Theresa
May's 'rock' Philip grimacing as he
watches the Prime Minister break...


PLATELL'S PEOPLE: Throwing milkshakes
at a war hero? You've lost the battle 


RUTH DAVIDSON: Theresa May's
successor doesn't just need to solve
Brexit - they need to win back voters
who...
Strip off and relax with a pint! Historic London
pub - once famed for having the city's 'rudest
landlord' -...


The illegitimate son of an aristocrat raised
in gypsy caravans who underwent a
nailbiting DNA battle in...


My mile high mayhem! A young flight
attendant in the Eighties reveals how she
saw it all - so fasten your...


Disabled father whose home was
transformed for DIY SOS reveals he's
been left staring at a wall all day...


'Dirty rich girl': St Andrews student, 23, is
called a liar on social media after reporting
gang-rape by two...


The sky's falling in on 007: The director of
the new movie quit. The launch was a dud.
It's got SIX writers...


Incredible moment yoga instructor, 35, who
went missing more than two weeks ago on a
hike in a Hawaii forest...


Sir Cliff Richard abandons Britain and
moves to New York after legal battle over
false child sex abuse...


Man, 48, appears in court accused of
murdering his elderly parents at their
Kensington flat


A wheely good night! Bank Holiday
revellers kick off three-day weekend with
a boozy night out... but some...


'I couldn't cope with success': Elton John
reveals he finds scenes featuring his descent
into drug addiction...


George Clooney says he fears his family
are in danger because wife Amal is
involved in prosecuting ISIS...


The cemetery where they DON’T bury the
dead: Inside the Balinese village where
bodies are laid out to rot -...


Bros 'DENY new feud is to blame for their
cancelled Britain's Got Talent
appearance'...  after hit...


Consuelo Vanderbilt has always been
portrayed as the cruelly wronged chatelaine
of one of Britain’s grandest...


'If you can't afford it then don't order it'!
Defiant manager at 'rip-off' Mykonos
restaurant fires back at...


Police launch manhunt for Lyon 'nail bomber'
suspect in sunglasses and a cap as French
prosecutor says no...


Sir Nick Faldo's new American girlfriend,
56, is revealed as a 'former topless
dancer' and Mrs US...


Donald Trump says he 'feels badly for
Theresa May' ahead of his state visit - but still
wants answers from...


Donald Trump NEVER sleeps on long haul
Air Force One flights and rarely joins
Melania in their private cabin...


'Liberals bully Trump supporters!': Kanye
West claims people who voted for the
president are 'treated like...
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This article is more than 2 years old


UK airport passengers face 1km walk from check�in to
departure


Press Association


Abta warns that long distances may prevent travellers who have difficulty walking from catching
their flight on time


Tue 27 Sep 2016 00.01 BST


Passengers at UK airports have to walk up to a kilometre from check-in desks to reach departure gates,
research shows.


Travel organisation Abta warned that many travellers who have difficulty walking only request assistance
once they arrive at the airport, which may be too late. This can lead to them having to make their way
across terminals on foot or miss their flight.


The maximum distances from check-in or special assistance desks to departure gates according to Abta
include 1,165 metres at Stansted airport, 900 metres at Luton airport, 822 metres at Manchester airport,
750 metres at Glasgow airport and 530 metres at Birmingham airport.


Abta’s director of destinations and sustainability, Nikki White, said: “The travel industry is committed to
making holidays and other travel arrangements accessible for everyone.


“For most, travelling through airports is a fairly straightforward process, but for those who may find
walking longer distances harder to manage, larger airports can present a challenge.



https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/stansted-airport
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“We would encourage anyone who may need assistance to inform their tour operator or airline no later
than 48 hours before they travel so that their journey through the airport will be as comfortable as
possible, and they will be able to board their flight with plenty of time to spare.”


At this pivotal time…
… for our world, The Guardian is determined to keep delivering factual, independent journalism that is
open to all. We refuse to turn away from the escalating climate crisis – instead we give reporting on the
environment, nature and pollution the prominence it deserves. And, when progressive ideals are being
challenged by those in power across the globe, we’re committed to investigating with courage and
reporting with honesty.


More people are reading and supporting our independent, investigative reporting than ever before. And
unlike many news organisations, we have chosen an approach that allows us to keep our journalism
accessible to all, regardless of where they live or what they can afford. But we need your support to grow
our coverage.


The Guardian is editorially independent, meaning we set our own agenda. Our journalism is free from
commercial bias and not influenced by billionaire owners, politicians or shareholders. No one edits our
editor. No one steers our opinion. This is important as it enables us to give a voice to those less heard,
challenge the powerful and hold them to account. It’s what makes us different to so many others in the
media, at a time when factual, honest reporting is critical.


Every contribution we receive from readers like you, big or small, goes directly into funding our
journalism. This support enables us to keep working as we do – but we must maintain and build on it for
every year to come. Support The Guardian from as little as £1 – and it only takes a minute. Thank you.


Support The Guardian


Topics
Air transport
Stansted airport
news
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Posn. Supporters Statement


5 519 : I want to fly to Europe from Manston Airport


9 474 : I want to fly to and from locations in the UK, from Manston Airport


13 426 : I want to fly from Manston Airport for holidays


24 342 : I want to fly to Schiphol, Amsterdam, from Manston Airport, to fly internationally.


33 276 : I want visitors to be able to fly to Manston and thus boost our tourist industry


37 261 : Less M25 congestion/fumes/pollution, & lengthy, expensive road journey, travelling to/from Heathrow etc.using Manston for business or hols.


40 246 : I want KLM to return. Flights from Schipol


54 191 : I want the convenience of flying from my local airport


55 188 : With Manston open again i wont have to book a hotel for early flights from Gatwick & Heathrow


59 169 : I want to fly directly to Kent for leisure


62 122 : I want Manston Airport again operational as it will benefit my Business


64 115 : I want to fly from Manston Airport for work purposes


70 90 : With foreign visitors able to fly into Manston Airport, may open up our area & encourage new foreign businesses, providing local employment


71 88 : I want my customers to be able to fly directly to Kent


73 71 : I want to fly directly to Kent for work reasons


80 16 : I live/work outside the UK and want to use Manston to fly to Kent and the UK


3594







Airports like Manston are preferred by many, at least partly due to the long walking distances at airports like 

Heathrow, Gatwick and Stansted : 

 

Answers from Save Manston Airport association to Examination Question SE.3.7 

 

Tourism 

The Applicant’s answer to question SE.2.12 provides justification for overnight stay figures related to the airport, and 

states that smaller airports with easy access and short walking distances between surface transport drop off and 

aircraft boarding tend to attract older or less mobile passengers, and that this market segment may travel to the 

airport from greater distances to take advantage of the benefits of them to flying to and from Manston airport. The 

answer also states that such passengers may tend to stay overnight. 

i. Provide evidence that smaller airports with short walking distances attract older or less mobile passengers. 

ii. Provide evidence that older or less mobile passengers may travel greater distances than the average 

specifically to use smaller airports.  

 

As Manston Airport is currently closed, it is difficult to establish actual evidence that older people (and those with 

children) in Thanet actually do choose an airport with less walking distance. 

Now that Manston is closed they do not have many such opportunities of flying from smaller airports in the South 

East, of course, because there are nearly all large ! However there are multiple quotes from people that chose to use 

Manston when it was open, or wish they now could, or, most importantly, who are no longer able to fly at all 

because they or members of their family cannot negotiate airports like Heathrow, Gatwick or Stansted. 

There are examples below where people have started using City airport, but that has limited long-haul destinations. 

Of course the elderly will often be travelling by train, and may have already have had to walk about a mile at London 

station interchanges. Return taxi from Thanet to Heathrow is now about £220, and for the elderly to try to get to 

airports further afield is in itself an exhausting journey, plus prohibitively expensive, given that many such journeys 

involve one or more nights in a hotel near the airport. 

Below are comments received, not all fully on subject, when people are questioned on this matter. However all 

these replies throw light on what people think on this subject : 

“I met many people who were travelling to Manston who lived closer to Gatwick who still found the total journey 

time considerably less than LGW or LHR.” 

“With HR it meant hotel overnight the night before and taxi there and back. I also needed assistance due to my 

mobility and sight problems. Overall a lot of extra money and stress.” 

“l have my family in UK and l have had to stop travelling by air to Stansted as l can no longer do the walking involved 

to get to and fro the departure/arrivals lounges.” 

 “The last time I took mum abroad from Gatwick because Manston had closed - she said to me - ‘never again’ it was 

too traumatic and she never ever left this country to go on holiday again.” 

“I will avoid Gatwick Easy Jet flights if I can due to the long walkways and escalators and will always try to fly from 

London City …” 



“So much better than the long walks at Gatwick (that seem to be getting longer and longer) my husband has copd 

and really can't make these walks anymore ,also my grandson has Autism and finds the walking 

disoriatating..Manston is so much easier ..” 

“Manston has many advantages one is that walking distances are so short! Using Gatwick(now listed by airport users 

as one of the worst airports in Europe) on two occasions on returning to the UK the time taken to exit the 

airport,having disembarked was longer than the flight!Travellators broken down ,resultant walking distances 

incredibly long,not good if you have arthritis!” 

“My father and his partner would benefit greatly from being able to fly from Manston. They love to travel, but at 

other airports are often compelled to have to use wheelchairs (!) because of the long walking distances :( At 

Manston they wouldn't have to do this! :)” 

“Have used Manston a couple of times and was the easiest trips I have ever had even taking into consideration 

changing at Schipol.  I fly from Gatwick several times a year at it is definitely getting worse. Often you have to 

negotiate stairs at the gate and then walk across the tarmac to the plane! I cannot imagine being able to do this 

much longer.” 

“My disabled husband will not fly again until he can fly from Manston Airport.” “There are just not enough disabled 

airport trucks at Gatwick.” 

Full quotes and more details below. 

The key problem for many people – not only the very elderly - is the following walking distances – not all of the  path 

from coach or train station to gate is covered by transport for those with mobility problems. 

HOW FAR DO YOU HAVE TO WALK THROUGH AIRPORTS? 

Maximum distances from check in or special assistance desks to gates at the larger UK airports 

London Stansted - 3,822ft (1,165m)  

London Luton - 2,952ft (900m)  

Manchester - 2,697ft (822m)  

London Gatwick - 2,559ft (780m)  

Glasgow - 2,461ft (750m) 

Edinburgh - 695m (2280ft)  

Birmingham - 1,739ft (530m) 

[1a] Walk times to Gate - Table - Daily Mail - 2016-09-27.png 

[1b] Elderly air passengers missing flights after being forced to walk almost a MILE to gates _ Daily Mail 

Online.pdf 



http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3809255/Elderly-air-passengers-missing-flights-forced-walk-MILE-

departure-gates.html#ixzz4LTlmGqKp 

This is a key newspaper article that indicates either there is a concern at the walking distances at UK airports, or 

perhaps that there does need to be MORE concern among the elderly about it, as they are missing their flights [2]: 

[2] UK airport passengers face 1km walk from check-in to departure _ World news _ The Guardian.pdf 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/sep/27/uk-airport-passengers-face-1km-walk-from-check-in-to-

departure 

 

 

Attached a spreadsheet, with comments by people who specifically want to use a local airport like Manston as 

opposed to Heathrow and Gatwick, for multiple reasons : 

16 statements, signed by over 500 people, with a total of 3594 agreement with statements. 

Posn. Supporters Statement 

5 519 : I want to fly to Europe from Manston Airport 

9 474 : I want to fly to and from locations in the UK, from Manston Airport 

13 426 : I want to fly from Manston Airport for holidays 

24 342 : I want to fly to Schiphol, Amsterdam, from Manston Airport, to fly internationally. 

33 276 : I want visitors to be able to fly to Manston and thus boost our tourist industry 

37 261 
: Less M25 congestion/fumes/pollution, & lengthy, expensive road journey,  
travelling to/from Heathrow etc.using Manston for business or hols. 

40 246 : I want KLM to return. Flights from Schipol 

54 191 : I want the convenience of flying from my local airport 

55 188 : With Manston open again i wont have to book a hotel for early flights from Gatwick & Heathrow 

59 169 : I want to fly directly to Kent for leisure 

62 122 : I want Manston Airport again operational as it will benefit my Business 

64 115 : I want to fly from Manston Airport for work purposes 

70 90 
: With foreign visitors able to fly into Manston Airport,  
may open up our area & encourage new foreign businesses, providing local employment 

71 88 : I want my customers to be able to fly directly to Kent 

73 71 : I want to fly directly to Kent for work reasons 

80 16 : I live/work outside the UK and want to use Manston to fly to Kent and the UK 

   

 
3594 

 

    

[3] SMAa Statements - 2019-01-05 - Manston rather than other Airports.pdf 

 

Specific additional related comments when asked about this matter : 

Christine Redmond <  
Subject: Flying from  Manston/ Gatwick.with Disability 

My husband and myself have not had a flying holiday together since Manston Airport passenger terminal closed.  

My  husband will not fly again until he can fly from Manston Airport. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3809255/Elderly-air-passengers-missing-flights-forced-walk-MILE-departure-gates.html#ixzz4LTlmGqKp
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3809255/Elderly-air-passengers-missing-flights-forced-walk-MILE-departure-gates.html#ixzz4LTlmGqKp
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/sep/27/uk-airport-passengers-face-1km-walk-from-check-in-to-departure
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/sep/27/uk-airport-passengers-face-1km-walk-from-check-in-to-departure


We have flown together from the passenger terminal at Manston many times. We had a Taxi (costing £4) to pick us 
up from our house in Ramsgate 30 minutes before Check-in. Just a short walk and a short queue to Passport Control 
etc . Then a short walk through to the Boarding area and another short walk onto the plane. All this takes 
approximately 1.5 hrs. On our return... the time to landing at Manston Airport to arrival at our home was 
approximately 30 minutes. 

Our last trip together from Gatwick turned into a painful time for him. Previously he had undergone 6 unsuccessful 
operations on his damaged knees and he now has permanent disability that causes difficulty for him to stand, sit, or 
walk for any length of time. 

By Taxi from our house to Gatwick terminal to boarding our plane, took approximately 8.5 hrs of sitting, standing 
and walking.  

3.5 hrs taxi journey to the Gatwick Terminal  (to allow for traffic) 

Check-in at the Airport at least 3 hours before the flight. 

It took about I hr for my husband to walk to the Boarding Lounge.  

Then 1 hour at least, sitting, then queuing, to board our flight. 

This was far too tiring for my husband. The consequence was that our holiday was ruined before we arrived at our 
destination, for the rest of the holiday he could barely walk and the pain in his knees kept him awake throughout of 
our holiday. And then of course, at the end of our holiday we had to do the whole traumatic walk back through 
Gatwick to Passport Control, then to the Luggage Coliection Hall to find the correct carousel for our flight, then 
walking/pushing a heavy luggage trolley through the Customs Hall....then a 2 hr + journey back to our house. 

It is now out of the question for my husband to fly from Gatwick or Heathrow, simply because of the distance to and 
from these airports, especially having to travel on the most congested roads in the UK. Added to this, the sheer size 
of the Airport is exhausting when walking from one side to the other for the elderly and disabled.  

There are just not enough disabled airport trucks at Gatwick. The halls are always packed with pedestrians making it 
too dangerous to have them driving through the crowds. 

Gillian Emans : 

we were booked to fly KLM from Manston to Dulles Airport USA but it closed just before. We had to rebook via 

HEathrow and Virgin AND Manston fare was a bit cheaper! With HR it meant hotel overnight the night before and 

taxi there and back. I also needed assistance due to my mobility and sight problems. Overall a lot of extra money and 

stress. Gillian 

 

Paul Letham : 

Reasons for using Manston for quicker turnarounds and walking...the company i use to work for had flights booked 

from Manston prior to closing due to learning disabilities as it was so more less stressful than a journey to London 

etc, some had difficulty walking too 

 

Coleen Taylor : 

All positive experience flying to Barcelona from Manston but now having made contact with family long since lost 

living on the north how marvellous it would be to meet up with them more often without the trudge of a 6-7 hour 

drive and only then when the roads are not hampered by treacherous weather conditions. Bring our airport back ! 

Gerri Drury : 
We have been lucky enough to fly from Manston on a few occasions, once with yugotours many moons ago to split, 
to Spain too a few times with eujet, Amsterdam and America with klm. We flew back into MSE 4 days before that 
person shut our airport. Manston was brilliant to use, so so easy once in the terminal only a short walk to the plane 

https://www.facebook.com/paul.letham.9


and for us less than a 10 minute taxi ride away. Manston saved us a lot of money re pre night holiday hotels, petrol, 
and time spent sitting on the m25 car park. We were just about to book up again to go to the Caribbean when it 
closed �. Great thing flying with klm was you could get to anywhere in the world with them and you only paid high 
taxes on the Manston to Amsterdam leg. When KLM come back to Manston we must promote the connection to the 
rest of the world more as I think many people only thought they only went to Amsterdam. Hopefully we'll be in one 

of the first flights out when it reopens ✈ ✈  
 
Audrey Simmonds : 
l have my family in UK and l have had to stop travelling by air to Stansted as l can no longer do the walking involved 
to get to and fro the departure/arrivals lounges. I am in my mid seventies and all my family live in Kent and it is 
upsetting l can no longer visit them without a long journey by ferry and other transport. l am and always will be a 
Save Manston Airport supporter. 
 
Lindsay Scott : 
I will avoid Gatwick Easy Jet flights if I can due to the long walkways and escalators and will always try to fly from 
London City as first choice due to easy of getting there and being a smaller more efficient airport. It has to be 
effective and efficient due to its location and the footfall. Haven’t traveled from Luton since my first awful 
experience and Stansted is okay if you are driving but even there they have extended the departure gates and you 
can end up standing around waiting for flights with no seating which is not helpful, especially for people who have 

. 
 
Eddie McManus : 
My retirement job was to collect and deliver cars . I frequently used Manston to travel north to Manchester . 
Cheaper and quicker than train . Sometimes the Flight would be full of drivers carrying trade plates . Could get 
anywhere in the north using the rail connections at Manchester . 
 
Kevin Webb : 
I was a regular business flyer with KLM to AMS and many places beyond. Living in Thanet it was possible to hold 
down a global role for a technology company because of Manston. I’ve tried the up at 2am, off to Heathrow for first 
flight of the day routing from Thanet and its a drain and certainly not sustainable on the body. I met many people 
who were travelling to Manston who lived closer to Gatwick who still found the total journey time considerably less 
than LGW or LHR. Manston was simply epic and deserves to live again.  
 
Polly Dryden : 
I was also lucky enough to fly from Manston, which was always a pleasure. No need for hours on motorways which 
you never knew if you were going to get stuck on and which meant and now still does going the night before, just to 
be sure and more expense. Speed of going through the bag drop process etc and if course the arrival back to be 
within 15 minutes of home! Heaven. 
 
Jennifer Clery : 
So much better than the long walks at Gatwick (that seem to be getting longer and longer) my husband has copd and 
really can't make these walks anymore ,also my grandson  and finds the walking disoriatating..Manston is 
so much easier .. 
 
John Knight : 
A few years ago I took the train to Scotland to see my daughter, Time taken 7 hour 30 mins, cost £190. Later in the 
year again a trip to Scotland, but this time from Manston Airport, Time taken 90 mins, Cost £75. I should add that at 
the end of the train journey I was shattered. 
 
Irene Ann Done : 
Moved down to Broadstairs just as Manston closed! So sad, was looking forward to using Manston lots! Where could 
be more convenient. We have the runway! Use it! Looking forward to the time it opens again asap. 
 
Pam Baker : 
We flew to Jersey , Split and Madeira from Manston best place to fly from living Ing Birchington you only had to 
leave home 5 minutes before check in time and you were home 5 minutes after you checked out I haven’t flown 

since waiting for it to open again ✈ ✈ ✈  



 
Michael Topliss : 
Manston has many advantages one is that walking distances are so short! Using Gatwick(now listed by airport users 
as one of the worst airports in Europe) on two occasions on returning to the UK the time taken to exit the 
airport,having disembarked was longer than the flight!Travellators broken down ,resultant walking distances 
incredibly long,not good if you have arthritis! 
 
Nick Toy : 
My father and his partner would benefit greatly from being able to fly from Manston. They love to travel, but at 
other airports are often compelled to have to use wheelchairs (!) because of the long walking distances :( At 
Manston they wouldn't have to do this! :) 
 
Ken Pickett : 
Took my son and future daughter in law to Manston to fly to Manchester while they were at Lancashire University. 
So much easier than driving them up. Some of the plane passengers were commuters -builders who lodged (and 
spent their money) in Thanet flying up every weekend to jobs in the North! This seemed to be a regular occurance at 
the time! 
 
Jean Phipps : 
Since Manston closed I don't go abroad anymore as Gatwick puts more time and money on the journey 
 
Angela Pavey : 
No brainier ! Shut my front door and 1 1/2 hours later walking through my family's door middle of Amsterdam! Via 
MANSTON,!!!! 
 
 
Margaret Cook : 
Family live near Amsterdam Three quarters of an hour to Schipol was wonderful from Manston. Many hours a day 
travelling to Gatwick in crowded roads two hour wait at Airport takes all day to get to Schipol. Want Manston flying 
again. 
 
Diane Smith : 
I have family living in northern Germany and in southern Germany 
. When they were able to fly into Manston via Amsterdam it was so easy to pick them up. With the demise of 
Manston they now have to fly into Stansted. A 200 mile round journey. As I am in my 70’s this is a difficult and 
stressful journey and occasionally proves too much and we have to pay out over £100 for a taxi. Also my husband is 

and we have to have assistance when flying from Gatwick this always involves a lot of hanging around as 
they do not have enough staff to deal with the large numbers that need assistance. But when we flew from Manston 
it was just out of the taxi. Walk a few yards and everything was there. We were devastated when Manston closed. 
 
Alison Richardson :  
So much easier to fly from Manston.....getting to Gatwick/Heathrow/ Stanstead etc is such a journey! Never know if 
there will be hold ups...costs more for fuel...more air pollution using the car! Costs for parking! More traffic jamming 
the roads as many have to travel so far!  
Manston so easy to get to, wish I could fly from there to visit my son in university, the cost of travel to the north of 
the country is so prohibitive, takes hours and imparts an enormous amount of stress! 
5 minutes to the airport! What an amazing thought! 
Strangely as it may seem, I miss the planes! I used to live under the flight path with no worries. We had concord fly 
over a few times, amazing to see!! 
 
Jenny Solley : 
I am not a good traveller by car so Manston being just up the road from me is ideal for me and l so miss seeing and 
hearing the planes l live at Newington we always had the airport and want it back 
 
Chris Hirst : 
Manston is less hassle easy to get to 5 mins from where I live! Never a long walk to get to the plane . Would 
welcome it back with open arms. 

https://www.facebook.com/margaret.cook.5095


 
 
Susanne Chase : 
It was so helpful to be close to the airport for travelling for myself and so many others. It should definitely be opened 
again 
 
Chrissie Retallick : 
Took mum to Amsterdam -  - no Miles of walkways for her - just straight out to the tarmac 
and straight on the plane - plus I dropped her outside the terminal building parked the car in the very cheap terminal 
car park was back to her in 5 minutes. The last time I took mum abroad from Gatwick because Manston had closed - 
she said to me - ‘never again’ it was too traumatic and she never ever left this country to go on holiday again. 
 
Angie Smith : 
I loved flying from manston to Spain the security was so good and used to have a meal before the flight and I used to 

love seeing the planes ✈  taking off and landing now have to drive to London’s airports last time a 3 hour delay 
because of traffic very stressful. 
 
Debbie Forrester : 
I loved flying from Manston, as only 10 minutes away, and no motorway driving and traffic jams to contend with, 
less stress to star your journey. Plus the southeast needs an airport.  
 
Linda Judd : 
Loved flying from Manston - 15 - 20 mins drive easy parking a no hassles so easy and quick. And no LONG walks. 
 
Dina Dale : 
Manston would be a huge benefit to me as I have  which prevent me from walking very far without 
assistance and not having to travel to London airports would be of great benefit. 
 
Irene Escott : 
We need Manston even if it can only be used to get us to Skipol. From there we can fly almost anywhere. This would 
be far quicker than trudging all the way to Heathrow or Gatwick. I do not understand the objections about ‘night 
flights’ disturbing resident’s sleep. If it reopened for cargo flights we have been assured these will be daytime. Why 
will the objectors not believe this. When I first moved to Thanet I lived under the flight path from Manston. Did it 
disturb me? NO. Do these objectors fly abroad from Heathrow and Gatwick? Do they think about the residents living 
under those flight paths. 
Are they campaigning for H and G to be shut down? I doubt it. Why do the people near and in Ramsgate think they 
are a special case? 
 

Carole Copeland : 

I wouldn’t be able to use any of the large airports now. 

 
 

 
 

 
I can’t wait around on my feet if no seats. 
  

Angela Stevens : 

Re Manston, we used to either drive 5 minutes to the airport from our house in Guildford Lawn, by the library, which 

was directly under the flight path, yet caused us no problems, and park in the airport car park for the week, when it 

was only £10 for the week. Or, when they started charging £20 for a week, we got a taxi each way for £5. Once we 

had landed back at Manston, I used to ring for a taxi while David collected our cases. By the time we’d collected 

them, the taxi was waiting outside and we were home within 5 minutes and the kettle was on. An hour and a half to 

https://www.facebook.com/susanne.chase


Gatwick. Up to 3 hours to get to Heathrow! Checking in was a delight at Manston. David drove 5 minutes to Manston 

Airport, checked our cases in, then came home for breakfast. We later returned half an hour before our flight was 

due to take off, went through Security and sat in the departure lounge for just 10-15 minutes before boarding our 

aircraft. Perfect! 

Walking what seemed like only 20-30 metres to or from the plane at Manston Airport, to or from the terminal 

building, was a dream compared to walking miles along the maze of corridors at Gatwick and Heathrow. 

  

Philip Hunt : 

I travel abroad at least 6 times a year & find all of the London airports except City airport extremely challenging in 

terms of distances to terminals.I flew from Manston on numerous occasions and it was so easy & convenient & a 

pleasure to fly. 

  

Roy Neale : 

Using Manston on KLM I can be nearly 4 hours ahead on a flight to Canada or anywhere in the world without a 2 

hour drive and up to 3 hours waiting to take off from either Gatwick or Heathrow. 

  

Martin Barker : 

I have used Manston an a few occasions. The beauty of the short walk to the plane and the incredibly fast check in is 

a major benefit when you have  like us.  

Having to walk a  the monster distances at London airports is a nightmare. 

  

Kenneth Norrington : 

I recently came back from the Midlands using the M25 via the Northern route. Th e traffic was slow due to 

congestion. I imagine the Southern route feeding Heathrow and Gatwick would have been just as bad or even worse. 

And that was without an accident. 

  

Michael Topliss : 

Manston has many advantages one is that walking distances are so short! Using Gatwick(now listed by airport users 

as one of the worst airports in Europe) on two occasions on returning to the UK the time taken to exit the 

airport,having disembarked was longer than the flight!Travellators broken down ,resultant walking distances 

incredibly long,not good if you have arthritis! 

  

Veronica Cox : 

The current space at Manston means that check-in, security and departures are all under the same roof on the level. 

Arrivals also come into the same building. Car parking is a stones throw away. 

  

 Linda Stubbings : 

I Have  and gatwick is very hard without overnight at hotel before travel and not.possible without using 

assist. 



 

Margaret Sole : 

For me personally, who has a  problems with walking to far, I would say, that when I flew from Manston it 

was so much easier. From Gatwick, I travel up the day before & stay overnight in a Hotel. ( More expense) I have to 

book special assistance to take me through security, then down to the plane for departure. When I went to Tunisia 

this year, it took a good 8 mins in the golf cart buggy to get to the plane, which was practically down by the North 

Terminal & not even on a stand. I should imagine that the walking would have taken a good 15 mins at a steady 

pace. In all honesty, had I been walking it would have taken me about 30 mins with a few stops for a breather. 

I also had special assistance when I returned & they took me out to the pick up points outside of the terminal, this 

took about 15 mins, after I took out the time it took to go through passport control & customs. 

I have used Manston on quite a few occasions, and I would say 100% better than Gatwick or Heathrow. 

Beau Webber : 

I am increasingly worried that walking ability will limit my ability to attend international conferences, and go on 

holidays by plane. 

At the larger airports like Heathrow, Gatwick and Stansted, I am increasingly finding it difficult to reach the Gate in 

good time, after the Gate has been announced. 

When I am no longer able to drive, as a retired person I may be limited in my ability to pay for a taxi to and from 

those airports, and using trains, I will already have had to walk about a mile at London station interchanges. 

In contrast, at Manston, a £5 taxi gets one to the airport in less than 10 minutes, and the total distance from taxi 

drop-off to check-in to plane boarding was little more than 100 yards, with a tea room to sit down in on the way. 

Anita Rothermel : 

Have used Manston a couple of times and was the easiest trips I have ever had even taking into consideration 

changing at Schipol.  I fly from Gatwick several times a year at it is definitely getting worse. Often you have to 

negotiate stairs at the gate and then walk across the tarmac to the plane! I cannot imagine being able to do this 

much longer. 

  

Martin Harrison-Smith : 

I have used manstoñor internal flights to Scotland many times it is easier less stressful than traveling to Gatwick or 

Heathrow and will be a very large assets to the area when reopened sooner the better. 

  

Linda James : 

If I need to go abroad I have to use Gatwick or Heathrow where if I was leaving on a 07.30 flight I would have to 

leave home at 1.30 in the morning using a Taxi or staying overnight at great expense. Having bad he walk 

to the appropriate desks and then to the gate can be horrendously long and difficult for someone with mobility 

problems. 

David Davidge  : 

I have family and friends who go abroad they end up booking a room at a hotel room for a night before they go same 

when returning you cannot trust the moter ways cause of the distance one accident could cause you to loose your 

flight if you live local to Manston 5 minutes up the road hour or so before your flight not 6hrs like London also return 

trip the same almost 

 

Brenda Chubb : 

https://www.facebook.com/brenda.chubb.37


we use Stansted ( because we find Gatwick just to daunting ) but have to rely on assistance because of the distance 

we have to walk.. We used Manston on several occasions and found that it was so much easier with less walking..it 

was also far less stressful having not had to do a 2 hr journey to get there.. taking into account the 2hrs to the airport 

and 2 hrs before check-in both ways we lose 8 hrs of our holiday... from door to Manston 5/10 mins far less stress, 

and can manage the walking to plane. 

Michael Grantham : 

In my submission to PINS I said it had cost me thousands of pounds since Manston closed in extra 

travel cost and time travelling to different airports instead of flying from my local airport. I have just 

actually calculated the total cost and I arrive at £12,500 over the four years since it closed. I think 

that is conservative as I reckon I missed some flights. 

The point is if it cost just me, a one man business, that kind of money, what did it cost East Kent for 

all its businesses that were forced to travel from other airports? What about all the families that had 

to fly for their holidays from other places? I rather suspect the cost to the local economy runs into 

millions! 

Tina Brown : 

well i have  problem and the only way i have been able to have aholiday was in 2013 when manston 

was up and running via klm as i cannot walk more than 20 to 50 metres withoit discomfort 

 

 Dr. Beau Webber 

Chairman, Save Manston Airport association. 
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Elderly air passengers missing flights
after being forced to walk almost a
MILE to the departure gates 

Many travellers with difficulty walking only request assistance at airport
It may be too late and see them forced to walk to their departure gates  
Maximum check-in to departure distances include 3,822ft at Stansted
Others are 2,952ft at Luton, 2,697ft at Manchester & 2,461ft at Glasgow

By MARK DUELL FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 07:52, 27 September 2016 | UPDATED: 17:38, 27 September 2016

Elderly air passengers are at risk of missing flights because they are being forced to
walk almost a mile to the departure gates, it was revealed today.

Travel organisation Abta warned that many travellers who have difficulty walking
only request assistance once they arrive at the airport, which may be too late.

This can lead to them having to make their way across terminals on foot from check-
in desks to reach the departure gates - or miss their flight.
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HOW FAR DO YOU HAVE TO
WALK THROUGH AIRPORTS?
Maximum distances from check in or
special assistance desks to gates at the
larger UK airports

London Stansted - 3,822ft (1,165m) 

London Luton - 2,952ft (900m) 

Manchester  - 2,697ft (822m) 

London Gatwick - 2,559ft (780m) 

Glasgow - 2,461ft (750m)

Edinburgh - 695m (2280ft) 

Walking through Glasgow Airport: Travel organisation Abta warned many travellers who have
difficulty walking only request assistance once they arrive at the airport, which may be too late

The maximum distances from check-in or special assistance desks to departure
gates according to Abta include 3,822ft (1,165m) at London Stansted Airport.

Other long distances include 2,952ft (900m) at London Luton, 2,697ft (822m) at
Manchester, 2,461ft (750m) at Glasgow and 1,739ft (530m) at Birmingham.

Abta's director of destinations and
sustainability, Nikki White, said: ‘The
travel industry is committed to making
holidays and other travel arrangements
accessible for everyone.

‘For most, travelling through airports is a
fairly straightforward process, but for
those who may find walking longer
distances harder to manage, larger
airports can present a challenge.

‘We would encourage anyone who may
need assistance to inform their tour
operator or airline no later than 48 hours
before they travel so that their journey
through the airport will be as
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Birmingham - 1,739ft (530m)
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Share or comment on this article: Elderly air passengers missing flights after being
forced to walk almost a MILE to gates

comfortable as possible, and they will be
able to board their flight with plenty of
time to spare.’

Abta added that airports have ‘invested considerable sums in terms of foot
passenger transport aids such as moving walkways and shuttles, however, there may
still be lengthy walks at larger airports throughout the world’.
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UK airport passengers face 1km walk from check�in to
departure

Press Association

Abta warns that long distances may prevent travellers who have difficulty walking from catching
their flight on time

Tue 27 Sep 2016 00.01 BST

Passengers at UK airports have to walk up to a kilometre from check-in desks to reach departure gates,
research shows.

Travel organisation Abta warned that many travellers who have difficulty walking only request assistance
once they arrive at the airport, which may be too late. This can lead to them having to make their way
across terminals on foot or miss their flight.

The maximum distances from check-in or special assistance desks to departure gates according to Abta
include 1,165 metres at Stansted airport, 900 metres at Luton airport, 822 metres at Manchester airport,
750 metres at Glasgow airport and 530 metres at Birmingham airport.

Abta’s director of destinations and sustainability, Nikki White, said: “The travel industry is committed to
making holidays and other travel arrangements accessible for everyone.

“For most, travelling through airports is a fairly straightforward process, but for those who may find
walking longer distances harder to manage, larger airports can present a challenge.

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/stansted-airport
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“We would encourage anyone who may need assistance to inform their tour operator or airline no later
than 48 hours before they travel so that their journey through the airport will be as comfortable as
possible, and they will be able to board their flight with plenty of time to spare.”
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